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To Raise Morgan Horses.
Plan» are being formulated by the
1'nited Mates government to establish
for raisiug Morgan
a breeding farm
horses in Burlington. Vt. Through the
influence of Senator Kedtield Proctor,
(ieorge M. Komuiell of the bureau of
animal industry iu
Washington was
asked to visit Vermont aud look over the
site for such an establishment and he
returned home much pleased with his
visit
While in the city tie had conference
with Seuator Proctor aud the board of
control of tue Vermont state experiment station of the university of Vermont, with a view to takiug action along
this line.
it is contemplated to carry on the
breeding of Morgan horses with the
idea of bringing back to more general
use one of the best types of carriage
horses iu existence.
The Morgan horse was for generations
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on the highway, either labor or
1* [
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before
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It was what the boy was
"Got a character?" asked
the farmer. The boy replied that he
had for the last two years been working
for Mr. Muggs, the ironmonger—felt
sure that Mr. Muggs would give him a
good character. "Well, go and ask Mr.
Muggs to come across and speak to me;
I will wait here," directed the would-be
employer. Five minutes went by—fen
minutes. No Mr.
Muggs appeared.
Later in the afternoon the farmer met
the lad again. "Mr. Muggs never came
near me with that character of yours,"
said the farmer. "No, sir," answered
the boy, "I didn't ask him to." Why
not?" inquired the farmer. "Well, I
told him who it was that wanted it"
The boy hesitated. "Well?" demanded
"Well, then,
the farmer, impatiently.
he told me yours," explained the boy.—
North China Herald.
—

Intensive Culture Needed.
More intensive culture is needed in
The present system is
Connecticut.
too much like a hen set on too many
farmer
eggs; she hatches none. So the
with small capital and a large farm,
harvests small crops at a cost beyond
their value. He perhaps gives up making butter and cheese, thus relieving his
family of the great burden of the dairy,
and the daughieis seek other employment.
Selling milk, as too often conducted, is at the same time selling the
farm; i. e., robbing it of its fertility, so
that necessity requires the surrender of
field after field. This will always be
the result unless the drain is met by
purchase of a corresponding amount of
cattle food. Good busbaudry requires
his, but this carried beyond the resources of the farm in pasture and rough
fodder is worse. The outlying pastures
may be kept up by raising young stock
of all kinds and especially sheep, to save
at least two profits on all food stuffs for
the family, except for Hour and sugar.—
T. S. Gold in New England Farmer.

the noted product of Vermont farms,
but for the past 10 or 15 years they
have been supplanted by other breeds
Favors Southdowns.
and the Morgan has not been at a
premium. The past year, however, has
I prefer Southdown sheep, because
seen a marked change and the recent
they mature early, which is an important
county fairs in the state, particularly point considering our short summers.
those held along the Champlain valley It is desirable that the lambs get large
there, have been large and excellent ex- enough to turn to pasture in warm
hibits of this famous horse.
weather and thus get a fair growth on
The plan of the government has the grass. There is no danger that the
enthusiastic support of President Roose- sheep business will be overdone in New
velt it is said.—Turf, Farm and Home.
Eugland. However, I have no more use
for the industry with high-bred stock
Devon Cattle are Easy Keepers.
uBtil the persons who assess damages
I like Devon cattle very much. I from dogs are willing to allow that a 125
know of but very few weak points iu
the animals. I am keeping my purebred cows, for I think they are the most
economical and profitable in the long
I have had nearly all breeds of
ruu.
cattle on my farm, but have found the
Devons the best for all around purposes.
They are hardy and easy keepers. I
figure I can keep one-quarter more stock
when i have them than if any other

breed

NOVELTY RUQ CO.,
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While the weather has been unfavorable,
in some cases, to the full success desired,
Copyright, 1806, bjr Honore Willeie
yet there has been every evidence that
the interest in these occasions is being
fully sustained. The quality of the
The lake lay smooth and dark like a
stock shown has given ample proof of
of smoked glass. Along tbe shore
the improvement being made both in the piece
breeding and the feeding of the herds the early green of the trees melted into
ami docks found on the farms from one the hazy gray of tbe sky. At the colextreme of the state to the other, and
lege pier tbe reflection of the pier posta
also in tbe care bestowed upon them by
wavered serenely from the reflected
and
owners.
their keepers
Especially
lias this been true of tbe dairy classes of roof of tbe bo.ttbouse.
cows.
It is perfectly safe to claim there
"Fit to give oue the nightmare," Pegnever before has been such a showing of
gy exclaimed as Jack handed her caresuperior milking stock in our state. fully into the boat.
This evidence of what the breeders and
"It does look squally," said Jack, takdairymen in our state are doing, and in
view of the fact that dairying is fast be- ing up the oars; "the sky, 1 mean, not
coming a leading stock industry among the reflection."
our farmers, is a feature of marked
"Pooh!" answered Peggy, curling her-
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and air. On
July
it weighed 73.2
^hriukateof nearly one-half. lUe pne
Shirt Waists and Skirts a Specialty. meantime bad settled about
\fter weighing, the wood was repileo,
Work done in the best manner.
«LM it «« found that the live cord,
34 Hill Street,
had shrunk one-tliird of a cord iu bulk.
South Paris.
It was then allowed to stand
ed until Oct. 1», when it
pounds, or a little less than one-half its
when green. The season had
been an unusually wet one although
All kinds of Pulp Wood the com- there was no rain for several
solicited. ceding these weighings. Ten cords oi
ing vear.
beech and maple slab wood, cut
H. D. COLE,
the preceding winter, was split and pded
Bryant's Pond, Me.
ill Julv
it then measured exactly eleven
12th, 1905.
cords. —C. D. Smith in Country GentleWuhln|i Wiattd.

•NORWAY,

SQUALL

have also been a self up in tbe stern of the boat. "Do
strong feature of all the fairs, and best you suppose I'm g.»Iug to let the prosof all, have attracted wide and general pect of a mere squall spoil my first
attention. In farming as well as in
boat ride ol the year? Besides, we
other industries, this is fast becoming
both cau swim, cau't we?"
an implement age.
Jack stared at -l'eggy with what was
Still another striking feature of the
s fairs has been the marked advance Intended for a look of withering disthe shrinkage depends on year
in the art of ehowiug. Showing has bedain.
the condition of the hay when put into
come one of the fine arts.
People have
the mow and also on the climate. Five
"You bet, Peggy, if I thought thero
learned that to attract attention and
tons of fa rly dry timothy hay was
hold the passer-by, an exhibit, of what- was any danger in this stunt Pd not
For a time it waa
on the 27th of June.
ever kind, must be artistically displayed. take you."
unthreshed grain. Mx
covered with
In the farm and garden product, occaPeggy raised her eyebrows. "Jack,
months later, Jan. 26 it was weighed
a case is still found where the
sionally
lost
and found to have
Are you
monstrous is given the leading place, what is the matter with you7
..«r c»*nt.
Again on the 6th of Jul>, oOW and where the lesson bas not yet been try lug to l>e proud and haughty In an
of dry bay was drawn from the
learned that cleanliness and order are an old sweater? My child, please recall
tield
It was reweighed after lying m
important accompaniment of a collection that you had to be spanked into having
the mow until Feb IS following, when
of farm products. But every year is getit had lost 776 pounds, or 18.7 Per cent
your face washed. It Is now, oh, Jack,
ting farther ou in the art of showing.
\ farmer put lo0.5 tons of hay in the
the present issue of the Farmer too late to make an impression on my
After
it
barn iu early summer, and
be able to resume our fresh young heart, I"—
we shall again
Hi baUd
out the following January.
usual variety, and make room for our
of
dirt
"Gee, but you're crazy!" murmured
100.5 tons, and had a ton and a half
valued correspondents who by
This bay many
and chaff uuder the press.
ack.
J
inof
store
comment,
a
have
this time
was too ripe when cut, aud here shows a
"And I," went ou Peggy, Ignoring tbe
quiry and information awaiting our
shrinkage of 21.7 per cent.
interruption, "I wish to state that this
columns.—Maine Farmer.
was
a
stack
station
At the Utah
put
sudden development of courtesy in oue
un Julv 20, WW, weighing 4565 pounds.
A Vermont Money Crop.
who has pulled my hair and whose ears
It was* weighed atram in the April folAlmon W. Bushnell, Copperfield, Vt., I have boxed both in sorrow and in anhad
actua
it
when
Κ™*1
ly
lowing.
H writes the Practical Farmer:
ger makes me feel the necessity of reper cent of the original weight. A slack
Our money crop is potatoes. We maminding you that it Is useless for you
Ol clover hay gained m the
nure in the fall or early spring with
These triais
ceni of its weight.
for you are
it fine and to fuss and put on airs,
stable
manure,
spreading
tali, an d
were made in the climate of
We then plow six or eight uothiug but a freshman after all."
thoroughly.
the results are no guide as to what would
Jack (lug his ours viciously into tbe
inches deep in May and harrow fine with
hauocn in the eastern states
I
then plant about ltt inches water, splashing his own red Jersey
disk
harrow,
At the Missouri station, 5678
in rows 3 1-2 feet apart, and four and Peggy's white sweater.
of timothy hay was stacked as drawu apart
The seed should be
or five inches deep.
"Strikes me you entered the same
The .... .prit* tttad
well selected, of medium size tubers and
I
I did. What time does that bloomdiawn
The
cent.
12.5
shrunk
day
bay
per
To
three
or
two
precut down to
eyes.
Md and
in* matron say you'll have to be back?"
in
a
soluhours
for
two
soak
vent scab
had shrunk the next «print! but 7 per
"Six o'clock. Otherwise It's Peggy
tion of corrosive sublimate (poison),
cent
A stack of second-growth clover I
As before the bouse committee, and the
ounces to 20 gallons of water.
three
hav shrank 30 per cent by the following
Botany club depends on me to get the
soon as the plants appear go over them
Hav hauled to the barn in July
March
and continue its use un- lichens to them before 7," she anw. h with a weeder,
rather too dry
til the tops are too large; then use a swered, making herself into a still
seme timothy, was reweighed in Novem
one-horse cultivator. Paris green should smaller ball In the stern seat. Tbe boat
her aud had shrunk but 3.6 per ceut.
be used for the Colorado beetle as soon leaked a little.
Mammoth clover hay, very
We use a solution,
as they appear.
raked but allowe«l to cure in the field
"Ob, we'll be back in time easy.
which is more economical than putting
one day and one night »hrank by the
We'll reach the pines in half an hour."
it on dry. As soon as the tops are eight
11.2
middle of the next bebruarj
Ρ«Π
Peggy looked a little anxiously at the
or ten inches high spray with Bordeaux
and continue its use at inter- iky. "That wind is coming up, Jack,"
to the proper percentage of water I mixture,
vals for two weeks. Paris green may be she said. "I guess I'll get out the extra
in cured hay. Prof. Atwater thinks that,
mixed with this for bugs, if so desire·!. oars and help."
at least, timothy hay rein
—New England Farmer.
"You'll do nothing of the sort," antains as much as 12 per cent ot
swered Jack. "It's not a girl's work."
ver hay 14 per cent and corn fodder
Found Out Enough.
Peggy looked up quickly, then smiled
Each Michaelmas, at a little town in
of the shrinkage of cord
to herself and settled back In her place
I
am
which
with
Thames
Valley
wood may also be interesting. Quoting the
was very still and sheltered
is held a hiring fair. again. It
from the Keport of the Michigan Board acquainted, there
the pines. The soft new needles
on
a
among
hand
his
laid
one
farmer
A
year
lad and asked him if lie sinelled deliciously of spring, and the

Nuggets cî!,

A Busy Medioiae for Bai7 People.
Bring? Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
A snAciflc for Constipation. Indigestion. Live
aii·! Ki In ·ν Trouble-. Pimple·*. Eczema, Impure
li
!. Baa Breath. SIuuk sIi Bowels, Headache
an ! Backache. It's Rocky Mountain Tea in tab·
Uenulne mude by
I··: form. 3.·» cents a box.
isTïtt Dnro Company, Madison. Wis.
H
GJLDEN NUGGETS FOR ?ALLOW PEOPLE

Ladle·'
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Hour*—» to 12—1 to 4.
T.

"It's a quarter
Where iu thunder hare we
after 8.
*ot to?"
"There seems to be nothing around
U8," said Peggy, "but water."
"Steer more to the right, Peggy,"
gaid Jack. Then, after half an hour,
"Try It to the left."

^Naturally

Dentist,
NORWAY,

« >ffiee

With this issue of the Maine Farmer
closes the record of the agricultural
taire for the season.
Our columns have
given, so far as space would allow, an
impartial review of the management of
these exhibitions and the quality of tbe
stock and other exhibits there shown as

by the

were

kept.

worth more than for mutton.
bave a law taxing every puppy
$25 as soon as it is born? This would be
better than a yearly tax, because those
who have pets can keep them. This
would cut out hundreds of worthless
cure that are of no earthly use.—P. E.
Wells, Franklin County, Mass.

sheep is
Why not

Timely Suggestions.
good feed will give
draw better results than a good one with

As steers aud oxen they can
pound for pound, than any other
breed. They are intelligent and easy to
break and are excellent workers. They
make good beef and veal.
It ia claimed by some milkmen that
the cows are not good milkers, but 1
think with a little care in selecting the
dairy strain that one can get a herd of
cows that cannot be surpassed by any
other breed, according to size, for milking purposes. As a whole, I am sure
there is no other breed of cattle so well
adapted to our rugged New England
hillsides as Devons. If we had more
of these animals there would be less
complaint that farming does not pay.
What finer picture can one wish to see
than a nice herd of well-colored Devons
grazing on the hillside of a New England
farm?— H. S. Marsh, Ct.
more,

A poor cow with

poor feed.

he went ou, die tone
"Why did you slip
off 89, Gilbert? Was it kind to leave
us all these years without a word?"
What he
The sick man hesitated.
had doue suddenly seemed to him small
and foolish. But at twenty-one heroics
are sometimes strong in their appeal.
And he had tri·*! to do his best. It
about

"Gads!" he exclaimed.

Close of the Fair Season.
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The full value of a good dairy cow
is often not realized, until she is parted
with.
Every time you abuse and frighten a
cow, you throw her milk and butter
machinery out of gear.
If the cows are in good condition and
thriving, the milk will be all right, providing the food is all right.
While wheat bran is a prime food for
making milk, it should not be used as
an exclusive ration.
If butter or milk is the object, select
a cow that will accomplish the purpose
in the highest degree.
Do not raise a calf intending to make
a dairy cow out of it, without knowing
what were the possibilities of its sire
and dam.
In the dairy, quality counts for more
more
and
there is
A prominent western authority on than quantity,
cattle and cattle products, recently re- profit in a small, well managed one
turned from Europe, asserts that Ameri- than in a large one run in a slipshod
cans do not know the rudiments in veal- manner.
The power of heredity in thoroughmaking. He tells of German veals that
are raised on the hothouse lamb plan, bred cows is stronger than In scrub
that weigh about double what American stock, and there is more uniformitv in
weeks old, the offspring of the cows, and of the
grown veals do at four or six
the meat being the tenderost and best in milking qualities as well.—Live Stock
the world. Such veal is a morsel that Journal.
the publie here would have to be educated up to before they would appreciate
The milk cow needs sunsine, not alone
it. He believe· such veal would then for health, but to aid in the production
of milk and butter fat.
pay handsomely.

wind was only a faraway sigh in the
The pine trees murmured,
treetops.
robins flickered among the soft fuzz of
the new needles. Suddenly Jack pulled
out his watch.
"t!ee whiz," he said, "It's live minutes of tl!"

Peggy could feel herself going white.
"Jack." she gasped, '"It's not a funny
joke to be hauled up by the bouse committee. Tbey are all seniors, aud no
one Is so hard ou a freshman as a senior. Tbey have been through all these
scrapes and know how to strike hard."
They ran to the shore. In the shelter
of the piuej they bad not realized that
η heavy squall had growu out of the
light wind of the afternoon. The water
was
thick with whltecapa, and the
wind tore across the lake as If determined to aid the bouse committee
against the delinquent Peggy.

Jack looked out at the water with
lips tight pressed. "Peggy." he said.
"I'll uot venture out with you with a

like that one, house committee or
uo house committee."
Peggy,
Howard."
"Jack
replied
"you've wot to."
"Peggy!" He threw back his shoulders and eyed Peggy with dignity.
"Peggy, you are not going to be drowned while I am around. 1 tell you I will
uot go till the squall Is over."
Peggy threw back her girlish shoulders and eyed Jack with even greater
sea

dlgulty than his

own.

"I'll not speak to you, Jack Howard,
until J ou launch that boat.' And with
this elle pulled her tain o' sbautei
down over her curly hair, walked back
to the edge of the pines and. sitting
down In the needles, stared with mark-

ed indifference at the sky above Jack's

head.
.lack stood Irresolute for a moment.
Peggy had never looked more tautalhs
!ng. The white tam shaded a face thai
was almost Irresistible, and he was
coiuci >us of an insane desire to obey

he behests of that capricious, curly
head even though so doing mltrht lead
to the bottom of the lake. Hut another
look at The water and h? withdrew to
the foot ot the tree opposite l'egçyl».
After lighting his pipe he studied bis
boots with impassive face. Minute aft-

"Oh, dear!" sighed Peggy. "It's ho
If we only could find a little
dark.
something to land on!"

"Now, Peggy, dear," said Jack,
"don't be frightened. I'll save you. I
calculate that we are clear across the
lake by now, and we will laud at one
of the lake farms and get some one
to drive up to town. If we ussure the
house committee that we have l»een
chaperoned ever since 9 o'clock they

won't do very much to you."
"Oh, won't they!" said Peggy derisively. "You don't know them, my dear.
They will have the time of their lives
over me."
"Then," unswered Jack firmly, "they
will have me to reckon with."

"Isn't he romantic?" thought Peggy.
Then aloud, "Oh, Jack, Jack, there is α
light!" And in an instant they were
bump'.ng pier posts, the rough sides of
which were eagerly grasped by the bedraggled pair iu the rowboat. They
lunded und tied the boat.
"Hey, what's doing down there?"
called a man's voice from the shore.
Jack took Peggy's hand. "The bwner
of the place," he said to her softly.
Then he called, "I'm lost with a lady."
There was silence from the shore,
anil then the man's voice came back

through the rain:

lloyal Women Utmblrri.
Marie Antoinette wus a slave to
cards. On one occasion she played for
thirt.v-Rlx hours at a sitting, with but
an intermission of a couple of hours.
"The play ut the queen's table at
Fontainebleu," wrote the Emperor Joseph II., "was like that In a common
gambling house—people of all kinds
were there and mingled without deGreat scandal was caused by
corum.
the fact that several of the ladles
cheated."
Anne Boleyn, Henry VHI.'e ill fated
queen, was never quite so happy as
The
when playing for high stakes.
records of privy purse expenses are
full of her winnings from her royal
spouse, for she was a

Chicago Journal.

lucky player.—

The Knklai Κ Ian Ritual.

That only two copies of the Kuklux
Klan ritual are known to exist Is the
statement of Thomas Dixon In the
Metropolitan. One of them, he says,
la in the library of Columbia college;
the other is among the archives of
Tennessee. It was the composition of
General George W. Gordon of Memphis, and it began thus:
'This is an institution of chivalry,
humanity, mercy and patriotism, embodying in its genius and its principles
all that is chivalrlc in conduct, noble
in sentiment, generous In manhood and

Jack
shiver of desolation.
Peggy
looked at his watch.
"Half past 7. Peggy," he eald. "I
am going to launch the boat."
They rowed out Into the lake In dignified silence. Peggy, in her old place
In die stem, snuggled down into her
sweater and wondered how long she
must maintain her difficult isolation.
Finally, "We ought to be home In
three-quarters of an hour," came In

Fo«r Spiders
The lisard spider (Melus mygale) is
the largest species of venomous spider
known. He is of a bright yellow color
with three red stripes on his back and
a crescent of pure black on the abdoFull grown specimens of the
men.
lizard spider (so called because their

a

soothing tones from Jack's end of the

boat
No answer from the stern.
"A nasty rain," from the rower'·
bench.
No reply.
"It's almost too dark to steer, Isn't
It?" was Inquired tenderly.
Still no reply.
Heavier and heavier grew the darkness, aud wetter and wetter became
the white sweater and the red Jersey.
"Oughtn't we to be there by now?"
asked a nervous little voice from Peg-

gy's end of the boat.

Jack hauled Iju bis oars, struck
match and looked at his watch.
a

A. M. DAVIES OGDEN

Copyright,

1505.

all over now, though. The truth
could do no harm now. He looked up
into Tom's face.
"Do you remember the night after
my return from college," he began
slowly—"how we sat in your room and
talked? I had come home feeling that
was

by E. C. Parcella

Down in the street u «uJden bursting
of bombs announced an "extra," aud
the sick man lying on the bed in the

at last I had accomplished something;
that I was neuriug the goal on which
my eyes bad been set since I could remember seeing anything. And then"—
be paused aguiu—"that night you told
me of your love for Alice," he said

little hotel room stirre.l wearily nnd
opened his eyes. A touch of "chuchu"

strength and vitality, and
au intense depression weighed like a
stone on body and soul. There could be
had taken

In tl.l:» S uth American republic that Interested him. Tiie president
had probably made a speech; the

no news

"And in that moment I renounced my dreum. Oh, don't mind,"
he added hastily as the other started.
"It is all ended long ago. I should not
tell were it not," lying manfully. "I
have long since left thut love behind.

quietly.

weekly steam.-bip from England bad
arrived. At tlie thought a sob surged

up into his throat. England, his country, how far away and how dear!
Resting there, motionless, passive,
picture after picture began to flit

But, then, I felt that there was nothing
for me but flight. And so"—
"And you sacrificed yourself for
me?" cried Tom, deeply moved. "Oh,
Gilbert!" But Gilbert stretched out a

through Ids brain—the trim little country houses, covered with vines and

remonstrant hand.
"Dear old boy," he said tenderly,
"was there ever anything that I could
not have doue for you? You loved

with trees where the rooks cawed eternally; the narrow, honeysuckle hedged
lanes. And Tom—dear old Tom. The
man's face softened. And Alice. He
moved restlessly and strove to think of
other thing.?, of liis life in the ten
years siin-e he had watched the white
cliffs of the Needles fading into the dis

her"—

"Yes," said Tom musingly, "I loved

her. But now—you are sure that you
have quite, quite forgotten"—with a
sudden eagerness.
"Sure," returned the other with loyal
lips. "I can meet her without a pang.
And—and anyway I am going to die,"

tance. Sheep raising, farming, mining
"Lost! Who are you?"
"I'm John Howard of Hull univer- he had tried his hand at them all.
And now, ill and forlorn, he lay alone
sity."
in Buenos Ayres. It was
"All right, come along, Mr. Howard." In this room
for bis medicine. The doctor hail
Jack and Peggy walked carefully up time
him be particular about it, but
the pier, and through the rain the.v saw bidden
ltoekhlll frowned. What was the use
a great building that seemed strangely
well? lie mused listlessly. Noclose to the water for a farmhouse. A of getting
there was nobody to care.
cured;
body
In
see
uot
could
face
whose
rnuu
they
of England came throngThe
thoughts
forward.
the darkness stepped
insistent, refusing to
"C'oiue right in," he said and threw ing back, strong,
be suppressed, ltoekhlll, weak physicalopen a door. There on a long bench
aud mentally, 'et himself drift on
that faced a racing shell sat a dozen ly
the tide. What had become of Tommen.
with his brave blue eyes, bis
"Hello, Howard!" said one in a sur- Tom.
glorious voice? He could not rememprised sort of way.
time when he and Tom had
With one gasp of disgust Jack pulled ber the
not been sworn companions, robbing
Peggy back out of the light.
the pools to"The varsity boathouse!" he groaned the orchards, whipping
To ltoekhlll, a lonely bay livas they hurried across the campus. gether.
with a stern old uncle, the com"Gee. I have done it! We'll never hear ing
of the other lad had been
have
rowed
panionship
We
must
the end of this.
the brilliant web woven against -the
clear around that confounded lake.
dull woof of home life. And the golden
And the way I announced it to that
never thread worked Into the pattern, giving
We'll
in!
us
invited
who
chump
it the final touch of beauty and prehear the end of this."
that had been Alice!
ciousness—ah,
a
double
one,"
is
dose
"And my
Closing his eyes, the man saw again
groaned Peggy. "Think of the house
the sweet, girlish face surrounded by
committee."
How
of gold brown hair.
Jack left her at the door of Rose cot- its tangle
the Joyously they all had lived and frolickclimbed
and
slowly
Peggy
tage,
ed together until the time when Hoekstairs to report to the matron. But ineager and ambitious, had departed
of
hlll,
tremor
little
Joy
stead of fear a
made lier throat quiver, and the pros- for college.
The man on the bed shivered, the
pect of her interview with the house
of that return from college
committee was not even a needle point memory
In one night the
so poignant.
shallow on the clear serenity of her was yet
It
of a life had been undone.
hope
said
he
night
as
for
good
happiness,
was then that he had left England.
and
hand
her
wnispered:
Jack had held
that day be had heard no
"Never mind, dear, we'll griu and And from
word of those behind. Were they hapbear it together. Won't we?"
and Tom
py, those two? That Alice
married he never
were long since
Van Dure»'· Anairer·.
doubted. Did they ever speak of him,
One «lay the merits of Van Buren
wonder about his abrupt disappearof
were being discussed by u party
Ho brooded over It wistfully
river steam- ance?
Hudson
a
on
politicians
Had they eared?
boat. One of the party had been dwellStill drowsing in the grip of old
ing on his noncommittalism and commemories, Rockhlll lay, as the daylight
to
a
answer
a
plain
plain
plaining that
faded, half dreaming, half awake,
question was never elicited from him.
when suddenly the sound of a voice In
comthe
"I'll wager dinners for
the next room brought him up with α
pany," added he, "that If one of us start A man was singing softly below
shali go down to the cabin and ask
hie breath, but still quite distinguishVan Huren the simplest question that
Rofkhlll, clutching the bedably.
a
dievade
will
of
he
be
can
thought
clothes with shaking hands, tried to
I'll
and
you
give
Yes,
rect answer.
reason with himself. It was a dream,
leave, too, to tell Van Huren why you
an Illusion conjured up by fancy and
ask the question, and that there Is a
fever. But the voice kept steadily on.
bet depending on the reply."
no mistaking thoee clear,
One of There was
This seemed fair enough.
mellow tones. It was Tom's voice.
down
and
to
was
go
the party
deputed
Tom himself was singing In the next
try the experiment.
room.
he
knew
whom
He found Van Buren,
RoekhIll's dry Hps tried to form a
well, in the saloon and said:
"Tom," he breathed, "Tom.M
word.
"Mr. Van Buren, some gentlemen on
But no sound came. A sudden unreathe upper deck have been accusing you
soning despair seized him. Tom was
of noni'ommittalism and have Just laid
there, close to him, and he could not
not
a
would
jjive
that
a
you
wager
call him, could not attract his attenthe
answer
to
simplest question,
plain
tion. He would go and Rockhill would
aud they deputed me to test the fact.
he left aloue again, this time forever,
Now, sir, allow me to ask you, 'Where
lie must make Tom hear, he must.
"
does the sun rise'/'
And then slowly, carefully, his voice
Mr. Van Buren's brow contracted;
breaking on the feeble notes, the man
be hesitated a moment, then said:
bareon the bed began to sing. Weak,
conare
west
and
east
"The terms
audible. In phrasing and intonation
ly
ventional, but"—
the notes were yet a recognizable imi"That'll do," Interrupted the Intertation of Tom singing his favorite
rogator. "We have lost the bet!"
often in
song as be had sung it so

minute weut by, and the eold spring
dusk came on.
"I'm Just freezing to this old pine
tree." thought Peggy, "but 1 Just won't
give In. Doesn't he look dear and tragic, though? 1 wouldn't bave missed
this row for anything. Rows do bring
out the character so. Now, who would
have thought that I could lie so tirinV"
Little by little as the night settled
down the wind sank, and as it sauk a
Lake and
flue misting rain set in.
shore, pines and sky slowly melted
Into one gray green tone that gave
er

Tom's Wife
By

patriotic

in

purpose."

4· tk«

Pond.

chief food is small lizards, frogs, etc.)
measure four Inches across the back
and have legs ten Inches long. Four
full grown males collected by a British exploring expedition weighed one
pound four ounces. This giant of the
spider family is a native of Ceylon.
To PI···· Him.

Mrs. A scum—But why do you buy
such expeuslve things when you know
your husband can't afford them? Mrs.
Wise—I just do It to please him. Mrs.
Ascum—To please him? Mrs. WiseYes; there's nothing he likes better
than a chance to have something to
complain about to his own iieople und
pose as a

er.

martyr.—Philadelphia Ledg-

he added faintly.
Not
"Die!
"Die!" shouted Tom.
much. We will see what Mabel has to
say about that."
"Mabel?" questioned Rockblll.
"Why, yes, my wife," laughed Tom.
"Ob, of course, I forgot she was only a
She Is
child wheu you went away.

Alice's little sister."
Ilockbill.
"Alice's sister!" gasped
Tom's face altered suddenly.
"Why—you didn't think—did you believe that I had married Alice?" he demanded. "You did?" He stopped. "Alice refused me," he went on a moment
later. "She has never married. I think
she never has cared but for one man,"
he said with slow significance. "Yet—
If you have forgotten"—
The sick man, stirred by α sudden
energy, sat up in bed.
"Give me my medicine, please," he
said concisely. "I am going to get well.
Where is Mabel?"

The Chanire In DUraell'a Nam».
In the year 1872 the printing plant
and effects of the late John Grundy (a
successor in the business of Vine Hull,
author of "The Sluner's Friend" and
father of the late Itev. Newman Hall)
of Bank street. Maidstone, were sold

that establishment since
for an explanation, and
he said that when Disraeli came to examine a proof of his election address
somebody suggested (the overseer's belief being that It came from Vine Hall)
that the name would look more English-like if the apostrophe were taken
Disraeli assented, and It came
out.
out, and in further printing work a
like omission was observed.—John H.

employment in
boyhood days)

Burrows in Athenaeum.

The Man With the Toothache.

A man with the toothache doesn't
about anything else. The glories
of the world pall on hi» taste, the wonders of creation seem as naught.
The tooth becomes a volcano of
belching fury and the rest of life hidden lu a cloud of its billowing smoke.
You can't borrow uuything from a
man with the toothache. You can't instruct and improve him. You tell him
that the world travels at the rate of
care

minute and it doesn't
Fie simply
startle him in the least.

1,000 miles

Haw the Corloaa Lan Aboat ΠοιΙιι
Hon··· »t Nlcbt Operate·.
One of the oddest of the Austrian
customs is tiie result of legislation. Ac
cording to Jgw, every bouse must be
closed from 10 o'clock at night until (J
o'clock tbe following morning. During
that time eucb bouse le lu charge of an
attendant known as tbe "huusbesorger," or caretaker. In large apartment
buildings this hausbcsorger is usually a

uniformed porter. Every person enterlug tbe bouse between 10 at night and
ύ in tbe morning must pay to tbe hausbesorger 20 hellers (4 cents).
This gives rise ,to a curious condition.
Naturally the man who conn's home at

early hours need not necessarily pay
anything, while tbe man who habitually gets iu at 2 or 3 in the morning is a
frequent contributor to the hausbesorger's bank account. Inquiry of tbe
buusbesorger concerning Mr. A may
result In tbe startling Information that

be is α most disreputable, mean sort of
man, while the uightbuwk Mr. Η will
undoubtedly be lauded as a splendid
fellow of excellent reputation. As α
conservator of the public morals, therefore, the hausbesorger can hardly be
called a success.—Outlook,
Toiiihutone Inacrlptlona.
A visitor to the West cemetery at
Litchfield. Conn., found the following
Interesting inscriptions on tombstones

there:
"Here lies the body of Mary, wife of
Dr. John Kuel, Esq. She died Nov. 4th,
170S, aet. 1)4, having had 13 childret,
101 grandchildren, -74 great-grandchildren, 22 great-great-grandchildren; to
tul, 410; 33»'· survive her."
Another: "Sacred to the memory of
Inestimable worth of t'nrivaled Excellence & Virtue, Mrs. Itachel, wife of Jerome B. Woodruff & daughter of NorI.ois Barber, whose ethereal
man &
parts became a seraph May 2», 1Χ{">, in

Bits.
A Case of Prononn·.

the note

appeared

Mulligan."—Philadelphia Inquirer.

that I had taken up singing as
my profession. Therefore I let myself
be persuaded Into x-oming to South
aware

Sincere Admiration.
"Why do you insist on keeping α par-

rot?"
"Because," answered the lonely man,
"I like to bear it talk. The parrot Is

America for a series of concerts. And
60 here I am." shrugging an amused
uhouldcr. "But umv you must tell me

the ouly creature gifted with the power
of speech that is content to repeat Just
what It bears without trying to make
a good story of it."—Washington Star.

The Kidneys

weak· tor»
pM, or stagnant· the whole
system suffers. Don't neglect them at thb time· bat
heed the warning of the
aching back, the bloated
free· the sallow complexion,
the nrinary disorder· and
are

An Ideal Woman.

"She manages her husband without
letting him see she does It."
"Oh, more than that. She doesn't
even try to let other people see she
does if—Brooklyn Life.
Femininity.
she surprised when
you told her there was a price upon
her bead? Detective—Yes; she asked
me If It was on straight.—Smart Set
De

begin treatment at once with

Style—Was

Rid of It.
Mrs. Pltley—They say he Is so unkind to his wife. Mr. Pltley—That
And Got

Hood'sSarsapariUa
wucnconuunsfene peso ana

safest curative whtrflncfii

j

shows how people misjudge α man.
I know it to be a fact that be s]M*nt one
whole year endeavoring to make u satisfactory investment of his wife's mon-

ey.—Town

and

Country.

dles and Gold Interlinings—Circular
Skirts the Newest 8hapo—Plateau
Felts, Bent and Fluted.

By RENE DEVERAUX.
Tills is certainly a season of gold and
glitter. Never before has there been
no lavish an employment of gold and

silver and sparkling spangles In tbe
trimming of bats, wraps, gowns, coats
and suits. Everywhere the most somber shades are lightened with a touch

of gold.

Many of the long coats in dark blues
blacks are adorned

ami

with double

of dull gold buttons. Soft evening wraps are piped with cloth of gold,
effectively combined with velvet In
rows

black and rich shades, and embroidered

trimmings and waistcoats, which the
Directoire vogue has so much popularized. show through their designs

glinting threads of burnished gold.

Hats of velvet and French felt are
ornamented with bands of gold. some
of the more dressy affairs for evening
ami theater wear showing a

profusion

of gold and silver roses.
Combined with tulle boas are tiny inner ruches of gold or silver, their nar-

row gold or silver streamers, two or
three on each side, falling almost to tbe
hem of the gown in front.
Through the meshes of lace rol>es,
both black and white, shimmers a cloth

Love'· rnnimnnditirnt·),

But

"rest."

means

res

aiirant

ami

"physic." physician. Another hotel
Algie enjoys "corroborative air."

at

Urnve Wuuuiii.

Λ

At all times men know tin· DucIipss
de Grnmont as a plain, homely, frank
aud ruthlessly outspoken woman η ml
called her the "pockmarked duchess,"
Condemned to death by the revolutionit.
ary committee in Paris, she said to
"You are quite right to kill me, for 1
hate you all." And a little later, when
she was lato at her own execution and
the headsman impatiently bade her
hurry, she answered, "On y va, ca-

naille!"

What He Xm-iImI.

Patient—Why are you going to operate on me? Young I>o<-tor— Because
Patient—Well,
need the money.
I
that's all right. I didn't know but you
was going to operate on me because
you needed the

experience.—Judge.

Her Mean lletort.

Husband (during the spat)—I wish
you were some place where I would
Wife (calmly)—
never see you again.
In other words, you wish I

were

in

heaven, I suppose.

Gibraltar may fairly be called the
land of tunnels, there being over seventy miles of burrowed rock.
Tlie Other Side.

to have l>een written

The note read as follows:
"Dear teacher—Please excus Tomy
for not eomelng to shool yestiddy. he
cudnot come I tore my pants.—Mrs.

other nodded. "You must know, too.
then, that I am now a celebrity." with
mock seriousness. "No? You hadn't
guessed that? Well, at least you were

and Coats—Gold Buttons. Gold Gir-

1. Thou shalt have no other love
but me. 2. Trust me all In all or not
at all. 3. Thou shalt not dull me with
satiety. 4. Wound me not with cruel
5. Thou shalt not bind me
words.
wltj fetters. «I. Guard iue as the jewel of thy soul, for once lost 1 can
7. Thou slut It not
never be regained.
mistake thy fancies for me.—Philadel-

Crawford—Ί lie doctors claim we die
before our time from eating too much.
('ral)shaw—Still the people who never
get enough to eat don't seem to live
seventh hm long.—Tom Watson's Magazine.

laboriously and with much blotting.
Furthermore, the penmanship sceme !
to be strangely familiar to his teacher.

But Tom did not notice.
"Yes, my wife is with me," he said
cheerily. "But how did you know that
I was married? Oh, guessed." as the

A Season of Gold and Danling Span·
gles—Gold Trimmed Hat·, Blouse·

f?«llt»rlnl Ilepnrtee.
A frieml of mine, a London ed ! tor.
controls two daily papers and a farm
In Warwickshire. There Is α legend
that the members of bis staff who se«»k
Ills special graces buy the editor's eirtrs.
"Do you know." one of them, greatly
daring, is reported to have said to him,
"two of your eggs I had yesterday
were not what you might call truly rural?" "Indeed!" said the editor grimly. "And that article of yours in yesterday's Issue didn't seem to me quite
new laid."—11 lustra ted London News.

Tommy Mulligan of the
grade was absent from the class room
Srrnpuluua.
for oue entire day. It would appear
Student—For this insult I challenge
that he had played truant, for, unknown to Tommy, bis teacher had spied you to pistols! Commercial Travelerhim trudging homeward with pockets All right, but first you will have to
bulging suspiciously when she, too, take out a shooting license, for my
was homeward l>ound that afternoon.
name is Hare.—London Punch.
But Tommy brought a note of excuse
If thou hast a loitering servant send
the next morning, which, of course,
would prove that he had beeu detained him of thy erraud just before his dinat home legitimately. The writing was ner.—Fuller.
hardly that of a feminine hand, and

could you run off that way?"
Gilbert smiled In pure content at
hearing the well known voice.
"I—oh, never mind me," he answered.
"I was all right till I was taken 111 In
this confounded hole. Hut you, Tom—
you," as If famished for news—"how
did you come here and your wife"—
his voice faltering on the word.

OUR EV YORK
WEEKLY LETTER

tbe 22 y'r of her age."

a

groans.
You say to him, "My friend, there
arc stars so far off that their light has
not yet reached this world," but he
doesn't mind it. He only howls.
You tell him that some of the sun
spots are 1UO.OOO miles in diameter,
and that one of them would take a
Jupiter at one mouthful, but it is nothing to him. The toothache is neglectful of scientific truths.—London Tit-

he fainted. When he recovered consciousness Tom, Ills eyes suspiciously
bright, was kneeling by the bedside.
Ile held Rockhill's two wasted hands
tightly clasped In his own.
"Gilbert, old fellow," he was saying,
"Gilbert, where have you kept yourself
all these years?" he pursued, and his
voice was tenderly reproachful, "now

For tudaoAlab of r—Irtli cdrtt
•aadfor Book m KMntyt, N6. β.
C. L Hoot Co* Loin·, Mw.

AN AUSTRIAN CUSTOM.

by auction, and after the sale, as an
apprentice to John Grundy, I was em- phia Bulletin.
ployed in the clearing up process, durKnicllnli In Switzerland.
ing which I came across file and other
Some odd English is found in η
copies of Conservative literature printed at that establishment in connection guide book published by the Ass (dawith the election by which Disraeli tion of Hotel Keepers of Switzerland.
was returned one of the two members
Brevity Is the object of the compilers.
of parliament for Maidstone. Some of Thus the Aigle Craud hotel promises
It bad the name spelled Disraeli, but a "bill., rest., physic, at the esta hi." It
roll of from a dozen to a score of cop- Is only after reflection that tin» rea !er's
ies of an election address bore the wonder at finding a "bill" am >ng the
printed signature D'lsraeli. I asked attractions is allayed by the *t.»i>!
the overseer (Hlghstead, who was then "Bill." means billiards; probably "Iiesi"
elderly and had been continuously in can be had elsewhere than In Aigle.

those old days.
There was a stir in the next room,
then the sound of the hasty opening
and shutting of a door. The next moment Rockhill's own door flew open
and on the threshold stood a man, tall,
eager faced, with clear blue eyes.
"Tom!" cried Rockhill. "Tom!" Aud

When they

yourself,"

suddenly changing.

FIFTY CENTS
IN

some

conditions (he

gain from the use
Scott's Emulsion is
very rapid. For this
reason we put up a
fifty-cent size, which is
enough for an ordinary
cough or cold or useful
■

of

trial for babies
and children. In other
conditions the gain is
slower—health cannot
be built up in a day.
In such cases Scott's
Emulsion must be taken
a

as

nourishment; a food
rather than a medicine.

as

It's

a

weak

food for tired and

digestions.

S«nd for freo —mpU

Scott & Bowne,
Πι>·ΐ·ι>

foe. μ4$ι.·0.

409-415 Purl St
New York

AUdraggMj

NEWEST ΓΕΓΑΤΙΟΝ IN* A CIHf'CLAB

THE

SKIRT.

of gold iutorliulng. aud elaborate holts
and girdles are fashioned of plain gold
and embroidered stuffs in many new
and fashionable weaves.
For dark cloth suits there are thickly
embroidered bands in Persian effects
through which metallic threads or u
and
very tine gold cord is Interspersed,
much of the chenille embroidery used
for similar purposes is interwoven
slightly with gold thread or has embroidered stitches in gold worked upit.
One

ou

scarcely

meets

a

days whose j. unty little

child

thes·

coat or

jack

fastened or trimmed with
gold buttons and gold buckles.
Bodices and blouses made of piece
lace dyed to matrb the shade of the
velvet or cloth skirts with which they
are to be worn are soft and becoming
and easily made. With these, as well

et

is

not

as with other costumes, gold girdle*
and gold stocks are exceedingly effective. adding a new note both striking
and artistic.
In spite of such elaboration iu trim
tnings. skirts as a rule are severely
Particularly is this true of the

plain.
separate skirt for practical purposes.

This skirl, which is becoming more
and more popular, closely resemble*
The
rUlinir habit.
abbreviate!
au
smartest of these are fastened directly
in frout underneath a double slotted
seam. A corresponding seam Is down
the center of the back, not a plu if or a
gather to be seen anywhere. Narrow
hems, tailor stitched, usually tinlsh

these skirts at the bottom.
This same model was seen In a nearly invisible green and brown plaid. In
plaids the circular sides are decidedly
bias iu effect, and the flare at the bottom is in graceful ripples. When one
of
may find a skirt of this description
handsome material splendidly tailored
ranging in price from $10 to #15, It
seems a waste of time to consider
making.
As the season advances, hats are 1m«coming more and more l>ent and mashed, and wings, if possible, larger and
more pointed. Felt plateaus are bent
in every conceivable shape, rippling
around the fan? or turned up all
around iu many littl* flutes and angl«»s. As a trimming for these, velvet

is used extensively, exceedingly high
bandeaus and high pointai wings making a chic and attractive ensemble.
Such hats may be bent to tit any head
or made becoming to almost ail faces.
fOur readers may haw» any question
concerning fashions or fabrics answered
by Ri-nc Doveratix. the fashion expert, by
addressing Rene IVveranx. P. O. Box Ml,
Madison Square, New Vork. Inclosing
«tamp for reply. 1
ThroninK the Dart In Cork Harbor.
The ancient civic ceremony known
as throwing the dart is performed
every third year, aud it survives only
in Cork. Proceeding to the mouth of
the harbor, the lord mayor casts a
silver dart into the sea and as be does
so proclaims his jurisdiction ns admiral of the port over the harbor and
The naval
all its inlets aud creeks.
authorities look on with unconcern, the
ceremony having long ago lost its ancient significance. Throwing the dart
is now merely the occasion for a civic

outlug.—Loudon

Mail.

An Gvfii Temper.
"And what Is your ground for expecting to sei^ire a divorce?"
"My husband doesn't love me any

more."

"How do you know?"
"He said he didn't love me when my

temper

was

bad."

"But that doesn't prove that be
doesn't love you any more."
"Yes, it d<je«." Cleveland Plain
—

Dealer.

WMt Paris.
THE
Special revival services were began
Utefovd
Oct. 22 at the Methodist church which
be continued to Nov. 6. Rev. ▲.
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL will
K. Bryant of Yarmouthville preached
Oct 22, and assisted in the opening of
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, OCT. 31, 1906.
the meetings and will remain for the
most of the services. Rev. Felix Powell
Paris Hill.
of Long Island is also asisting Rev. D.
atwood a Forbes,
F. Nelson during the time. Mrs. Rogers,
E4H*n ud Proprietor·.
First Baptist Church, Rev. S. O. Taylor, pastor an evangelist singer and speaker, gives
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45A.M. Sunday valuable assistance, singing at many of
A. E. FOKBK8.
UlOkQl M. ATWOOD.
Sabbath Evening Service at
School st 12 m.
the services and conducting some of the
30 r. it. Y. P. S. C. B. Tuesday evening.
On Nov. 5, her
evening at 7 30. Cove- afternoon meetings.
Thursday
Prayer Meeting
In
advance.
1st
If
Tkkms :—#1.50 » year
paid strictly
nant Meeting the last rrWay before the
husband, Mr. M. C. Rogers, of Bath, will
All not
Otherwise t-i.Ou a year. Single copies 4 cents. Sunday of the month at 2:30 p. M.
be here and they will assist the pastor
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
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Adtkktmxmkht» :
are given three consectlre Insertions for $1.»
of
In
loch
per
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made with local, transient and yearly advertis—

er».

Job Panrrnto —New type, fast presses, steam
low prices
power, experienced workmen and
combine to make this department of our business eomp'ete and popular.

Coming Evente.
Not. 7.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Bolster's
Mills.
Not. 14,13, le.—Annual meeting of Maine State
Pomologlcal Society, Grange Hall, Canton.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

5- A Horse Blanket.
Cold Weather Is Here.
Kur Neckwear.
Johnson Pant.
Burglar Sale.
American Slaves.
Burnt Wood.
Horse for Sale.
Probate Notices.
Bankrupt's Petition for
To Let.
Notice of Bankruptcy.

Discharge.

Here and There.
Senator Clark of Montana says that
the recent revelations in the insurance
investigation have bad a damaging effect
American
upon European opinion of
business methods. Somehow the spectacle of Senator t'iark of Montana
criticising anything in the line of modern
business management which tends to
divert money into the pocket of the
manager, is rather amusing.
Charles Dana Gibson will draw the
Gibson Girl no more, but will devote
himself to painting, and the reason given
is that, though his drawings give him a
large income, "the hard and fast black
line hems him in, and he can grow no
Now, really,
more in that direction."
don't you think he might have discovered that fact as much as two or three
years

ago?

"Why children are 'bad' is the heading in an exchange over a dozen or so
reasons originating outside of the chil"

dren themselves. It might be possible
to add another, which would occasionally be applicable—"because 'twas born iu
'em." Of course we should never admit
that in our own children, but 'twould
sometimes do for other people's.

The discovery that specially prepared

matter favorable to the insurance companies has been published in the papers
as news at high advertising rates, is of
special interest because the advertising
was placed through a "news bureau,"
the manager of which has been aggressively and egotistically above suspicion
as a

journalist.

BuckftoM.
Carlton Gardner and Mrs. Β. E. Gerrish are sufferers from sickness.
Edgar Yose of Auburn is visiting old
friends in (own.
Mcrton £. Tllton of Auburn has recently visited bis grandparents.
Old logs are unearthed in the trail of
the water works, many of whioh are
quite sound. Near the middle of the
road they passed over a well containing
C. H. Prince
a pump mainly sound.
secured the pump box.
The water was let on across the river

Wednesday, and the hydrant about half
way up Loring's Hill gushed forth with
unexpected force. No lack of force.

for the services on that day. There is a
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Rawson have regood attendance at the meetings thus
cently returned from Boston.
far.
who
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis M. Brown,
Wheeler and son, and Editor Forbes of
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Houghton of Auhave been stopping at the Hubbard
have jusj visited at W. F. Willis', South Paris, were in town Thursday.
burn
House since closing their summer home Mrs.
Mrs. Ο. H. Hersey, who has been visitHoughton being a sister to Mr.
here, leave this week for New York, Willis.
ing friends in town, returned to her
where tbey will remain (or a few weeks,
Mr. Leo R. Mareton is working for the home in Portland Thursday.
then seek a warmer climate for the win- Paris
Miner Farrar of Boston is visiting the
Manufacturing Co. and boarding
ter months.
of hie birth and relatives.
place
with his brother, Ο. H. Marston.
Mr. and Mrs. John Pierce and Mrs.
Ε. B. Austin of South Paris was in
D. H. Fitield is delivering grain with a
Marble returned from their Boston trip nice new
town Thursday closing the deal for the
wagon with covered top over
as it is known,
last week. Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Thayer the driver's
seat, which he obtained as a Thomas Chase farm,
this
of
Mr.
are expected home on Tuesday
from the International Stock about two miles below the village.
premium
week.
Austin and family are well and favorFood Co.
on
in
some
is
living
There
advantage
Mrs. Freda Perry has returned from a ably known here, and will receive kindly
high land. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hodg- recent visit with her daughter, Mrs. W. greetings.
to
friends
their
been
have
don
treating
A trial of hydrants came off Thursday
E. Bosserman, at Norway. Mr. BosserA
excellent sweet corn and tomatoes from man and
family will move to Bethel afternoon with satisfactory results.
the tower
their garden the past week.
where he has purchased the Wiley drug good stream was thrown over
The work of cleaning and repairing
of the M. E. church, without panting
store.
the town clock so that all the dials may
in the Advertiser for the joke on over the brakes.
Look
be put in commission was begun MonWheeler and son "bust" up their auto
our popular clerk in ShurtlefFe drug
day morning under direction of John store. We respect his feelings and for- Thursday, and hired a team to go home
Pierce.
with.
bear to repeat.
The regular meeting of the directors
A man by the name of McPherson,
Mr. Sweetland from Bates College
held
will
be
association
of the library
last Sunday for the Baptiet working for Irieh Bros., got his head
preached
Wedneson
F.
Hammond
A.
with Miss
cut quite badly by being struck by a
people.
day afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Mrs. Henry Swan is going to vacate plank on Thursday.
The man who supposed he was digthe so called Cushman house on Pioneer
FOKBJCS DISTRICT.
to Bethel with her hus- ging out a fox, and remarked to a
Mr. Geo. W. Ripley's family came near Street and go
This will leave the house empty. "doubting Thomas," "This dog never
losing their home by tire Wednesday. It band.
have felt like
Will
the
Berry
but
purchased this house of Mrs. makes a mistake," a must
the
chimney,
caught around
rabbit came forth.
cents when
Cushman last summer.
thirty
A.
the
Emogene
of
arrival
neighbors stopped
timely
Cbae. Buck has sold his farm near the
It is rumored that J. L. Marshall
tire and saved their home. It would
to a Mr. Hayden of Livermore
have been a sad thing if those old peo- desires to sell out his grain business, village
the firm name being L. E. Locke «& Co. Falls. Papers passed Thursday.
about
Loss
home.
their
had
lost
$15;
ple
G. L. Dunham of Brattleboro, Vt.,
no insurance.
Bethel.
arrived last Friday to visit his parents,
Mason
and little son visitMrs.
Leslie
SunMrs.
S.
W.
over
and
Mr.
Dunham,
East Sumner.
Mr. and Mrs. Dunham and their ed friends in Bethel Saturday returning
Winslow J. Heald, George Robinson, day.
son spent the anniversary of the 55th to their home in Portland Sunday.
George and Vinton Bradeen are camping birthday of their oldest son, H. W. DunMr. Eli Stearns has been loading a car
and hunting at Four Ponds and vicinity.
with potatoes to be sent to Berlin, Ν. H.
ham, at North Paris last Friday.
When the wind is northerly, elevate your
Miss Mary Wiley, daughter of the late
Rev. F. E. Barton will preach the
nose and inhale the luxury of roast venisecond Sunday in November, the 12th, Dr. Robert Wiley, is to spend the winter
son, stewed partridge and fried skunk,
instead of the first Sunday. Through in California with friends.
and sigh for a "lodge in some vast wilMr. and Mrs. H. N. Upton were in
the winter it is bis intention to preach
derness." Cow per, the immortal poet,
the second Sunday in each month in- Norway Tuesday.
Bemis.
near
is thought to have been born
Walter Wight has gone to Emery's
stead of the first Sunday as formerly.
F. L. Barrett and John Gerrish each
Misses Grace Dudley, Jennie L. Brad- camp to work this winter.
Fast
at
Sumner
with
loaded cars
apples
Mr. Fred Edwards has been loading a
bury, Margie M. McKenney and Ethel
station last week.
M. Howe attended the state teachers' oar of gray birch and now is sending
is
is
who
John Harper,
critically ill,
away hackmatack.
convention held in Portland last week.
now much better and may recover.
Mr. Fred Gordon has sold his interThe W. C. T. U. have postponed their
union temperance meeting which was vale land to Mr. J. M. Philbrook.
Oxford.
Mrs. George Burnham of South Parie
to have been held last Sunday evening
The Grand Division of Sons of Tempon account of the revival
meetings. was in Bethel this week to arrange a
erance of Maine met with the Oxford
to have the programme as class in music.
Division Wednesday, Oct. 25. Officers They plan
Mrs. W. A. Bunting spent Tuesday and
for World's Temperance Sunarranged
Patrick
W.
P.
were
G.
Hayes,
present
which comes the last of Wednesday in South Paris with her sisChelsea; A. G. W. P., Mrs. A. M. Morri- day evening
November. Notice will be given later. ter, Mrs. Fred P. Chandler.
son, Portland; G. S., Mrs. A. L. Hayes,
Monday evening a meeting was called
Chelsea: G. T., J. E. Lovett, Portland;
to arrange for the Maine Festival chorus
Greenwood.
G. Chap., Mrs. M. E. Roberts, Portland;
work for the coming year.
Twenty
G. C., Miss Evie Parrott, Oxford; G.
And the ground froze again Wednes- joined the organization and
several
Sent., II. S. Burgess, Portland; P. G. day night, being the coldest yet; the more are to become members.
Dr.
Officers temperature being down to 20 Thursday Gardner Sturdivant was chosen musical
W. P., Geo. Hazen, Oxford.
elected and installed for the ensuing morning. But October has been a fine director with Mr. Charles Valentine
month taken as a whole, and some claim assistant.
year were:
that it gave us our Indian summer;
G. W. P.—Patrick Hayes
Miss Kate Howe, who has been stopA. G. W. P.—Mrs. C. S. Hanscora, Oxford.
while others think that will come later
with her sister, Mrs. Hiram Bean,
ping
G. S.—Mrs. A. L. Haves.
on, say about the middle of November. for a few weeks,
W. P. Pratt, Portland.
has returned to her
G. Τ
Did everybody see the conjunction of home in Rumford.
G. Chap—ltev. Frederick Newport, Oxford.
U.C.—Mrs Georgia Cash, Oxford.
Venus and the moon Thursday morning?
The Ladies' Club will hold their an·
H. S. Burgess, Portland.
G. Sent
They appeared to be about two feet uual Christinas sale Dec. 7.
Y. P. Supt.—Mrs. Kate Starblrd.
a
trifle
farther
than
but
possibly
A. fraternal letter was read from Mr. S. apart;
GO million of miles.
Peru.
L. Carleton, the oldest member of the that, perhaps
The path that George Cummings of
Mrs. Elizabeth Small and daughter,
order, who is ill at his home in Portland.
has traveled during the past Mrs.
Georgia Ilodgdon of Portland, have
It was a pleasant and harmonious occa- Albany
Last been
season has been a thorny one.
sion. One member was added to the
visiting friends in town the past
the most of the family were week.
Grand Division, Mr. Spear of Portland. spring
down with the scarlet fever so that the
Mrs. Alice Hopkins, Mrs. Eva Walker
V brief entertainment was given in the
house was quarantined for six weeks; a and Mr. A. B. Walker are on the sick
evening: music, readings, etc.
buried
their
little
months
few
ago they
list.
News has been received of the sudden
and now Mr. CumMr. Marshall Babb has finished work
death of Mrs. Louise Robinson, widow two-year-old boy,
in
a
had
his
is
hospital, having
for Mr. Δ. B. Walker.
of the late Thomas Robinson, of Wind- mings
left nand amputated.
Mr. Ernest Getchell has finished work
ham.
Two weeks ago Ernest Brooks started for Mr. J. E. Conant and is now
working
John Howe has sold his house and lot
for Oxford by way of Patch Mountain for his brother, S. A. Getchell.
to Eliphalet Verrill.
with his peddling cart, intending to be
Quite a number of townspeople went
T. A. Roberts Post and Corps held a
absent about two weeks; but some of
camptire Saturday at Robinson Hall and the under work of his carriage broke, to Rumford Falls this week to do some
visitors from Paris, Norway, Mechanic
shopping.
him to return the same day.
Lovell F. Oldham has gone to LewisFalls, Hebron, Gray, Harrison and Edes obliging
Last Monday he started on the same ton to the
Falls were present. Dinner was served
hospital.
to be gone about
Rockemeka Grange is to have a conThe route again, intending
to about 250 in Temperance Hall.
same length of time as before, prothe
test
first
a
beginning with its next meeting,
programme for the afternoon was
he meets with no disaster. Mr. Oct.
28, and all the members are expectflag drill by 24 young school girls; a viding
Brooks reports good success in his new ed to be
present.
poem by Comrade Peterson; an address
business.
M188 Mabel Miller is working for Mrs.
by Rev. Mr. Little of South Paris; solos
ana
wne
nome
returned
£.ugar morgan
May Robinson.
hy Hev. Mr. Newport and Miss IdaStone;
Tuesday, having been gone just one week
speeches by Capts. Bucknam and Bol- on
their visit. The widow of the late
Browniieid.
ster, Kev. Mr. Newport and Rev. Mr.
Emmons accompanied them on
First Congregational
church, Rev.
Chapman: humorous selection by Mrs. Joseph
iheir visit, but finding a brother there James J. G.
Tarr, Ph. D., pastor. On
Decker; a paper by Miss Latham. The
alone she concluded to stop and
living
occasion was much enjoyed. The reSunday, Oct. 29th, Dr. Tarr comhouse for him a while.
menced his work in Brownfleld. In the
union of old friends and recalling old keep
Last spring Charles Dunham had his
he preached on "The Impormemories.
morning
seed potatoes of Allen Cummings of Al- tance of
People," and in the
Every-day
Joseph Parrott of Florida is visiting his
bany, from which ho raised a good crop, eveniDg on "A Sunshiny Gospel." A
old home.
a
rotten
when
there being hardly
potato
The Robinson Manufacturing Co. are
hearty welcome to all at the services.
harvested. Mr. Cummings planted the
Mrs. Frank Libby formerly of Brownrepairing the Hume and the mill is shut same kind of potatoes
which rotted to
down.
iieid, now of Freeport, was in the village
an extent that he left fully one half
such
Mrs. Florence Holden Brockway of
Sunday calling on friends.
of the crop on the ground. Will some
Mrs. Blanche Linscott Cole and Master
Boston is visiting her parents.
one please rise and explaiu the reason
Harold are guests of Mr. and Mrs. R.
Mr. and Jlrs. Leland Stone have reof their so doing?
Linscott.
turned from their wedding trip.
Before the apple crop came off some
Miss Lena Perkins, who spent the sumThe Y. P. S. C. E. held an interesting
talked the price as high as $3.00 per
mer in North Conway, has returned to
service Sunday evening, subject, "Sacred
sold for $2.25.
but
barrel;
finally
they
her home in this village.
songs that have helped."
One day last week Mr. White of West
Mr. J. Q. McDonald has a big supply of
Paris and another man measured the Baldwin
Lake.
Norway
apples.
distance through here for a telephone
Mrs. Frank Fessenden is still in very
Mrs. Ο. M. Cummings of Norway is
and now the neighbors 'say the
line;
health.
visitiug her sisters, Mrs. K. W. Knight thing to have is a telephone, and they poor
and Miss Ellen Partridge.
are bound to have it; and it now looks
Stow.
Miss New hall has returned to her as if
they would accomplish their object.
David Charles, wife and son, are visitwork in Boston.
Just now two men passed here with a
ing relatives in this place.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Murch of Norway
heavy pair of horses, the load consisting
Ortha Hanecom is working for 0. R.
were at F. E. Pottle's Sunday.
of several pieces of granite and mar- Barrows.
Irving Guptill is working for
Mr. Powers of South Paris has been
what will constitute a
ble,
probably
Loren Brown is to
building a chimney for W. S. Partridge monument in some cemetery when put Ralph Emerson.
work for John Eastman on his house.
recently.
But who the men were, or
together.
H.
W.
Farrington has moved his old
Mrs. Robert Baird of Gorham, Ν. H.,
where the structure was to be set up,
boiler up to the Emerson mill. He has
has been a guest of Mrs. J. S. Kneeland
we know not.
Lyman Irish and Roger Emerson and
recently.
Dick Eastman working for him.
East Hebron.
Hebron.
Lyman Irish has moved into the M.
Winter is fast approaching and the E. Clay house.
At the Harvest Home Festival Friday,
Simeon Guptill and Harry Bemis of
Oct. 3)th, over $100 was made, the most citizens are hastening to be in readiness.
Fryeburg are attending school in Portat any one time since the entertainments Help is unusually scarce.
East Hebron Grange fair was quite land.
have been held.
Mrs. Clifford Eastman has gone to
We are very sorry to hear that Miss well patronized on Thursday of last
Gertie George was badly kicked on her week. The exhibition was very fine. Canada to visit relatives.
Mrs. C. O. Barrows has gone to Old
forehead while she was watering her The young people had a dance in the
Orchard to visit her sisters and aunt.
horse last Friday night. The horse was evening.
Mrs. Frank Lary, who has been very
Mrs. Ilattie M. Allen of Turner was in
playful not vicious.
sick since the fair, is on the gain. Waldo
Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant got home from the place last Thursday.
Miss Clara Merrill is visiting relatives was called home on account of his
Auburn this week.
The frost of the last two nights has in Oxford, and is gaining slowly of late. mother's sickness.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter are away on a
Mr. L. R. Hodsdon is having his chimkilled plants in the dower gardens which
visit.
till then have been in blossom.
ney repaired for winter.
Mr. Perley Merrill from Lynn, with
At the football game Wednesday beEast Bethel.
tween the Fort Mc Kinleys of Portland his wife and babe, recently visited hit
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Abbott have closed
and the Hebron boys the game scored 23 parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Merrill.
Mr. and Mrs. John Harper have a fine their home here and moved to the vilto 0 in favor of the Hebrons.
little girl of nearly two weeks ago.
lage for the winter.
Mr. George E. Farrar is doing the
Wilson's Mills.
Mr. H. A. Record, Mr. Caleb Parris
on the new Grange Hall.
Two threshing machines were in town aud son are now on a hunting tour in painting
Manda and Katie naines are
Misses
recently making a lively competition as quest of bears, deer, etc.
Fronia B. Kyerson and father, Mr. spending a short vacation at their home
to which could get the most grain to
Algernon Ryerson, recently visited rela- here.
thresh.
Mrs. J. C. Seavey from Scarboro is
The Ladies' Circle met with Mrs. tives in Sumner.
Mrs. Smith is finishing her work on visiting relatives here.
Gretta Wilson Wednesday.
Mr. Allie Cairns and bride recently
E. S. Bennett went to Errol with 12 all kinds of fruit, well prepared for a
here.
barrels of potatoes, which be shipped to change in her home in Massachusetts visited relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon Ward from Parle
from the usual fruit there.
W. J. Tuesday.
visited relatives here last week.
Wm. B. Gartield started for his home
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Swan visited relain Boston the middle of the week and
Newry.
tives in Paris and Norway the past
Camp Garfield is closed for the season.
Eli Stearns of Bethel has been in town
week.
P. C. Ripley got a large bear and E. S.
and several
sold
Universalis! Church.

Sunday at 10:45 A.

x.

Sunday School every

—

An exchange speaks in a tone of criticism of the decision of the Skowhegan
court in a recent hunting fatality case,
as if it were questionable to call it "purely accidental" when a gun carried at
half-cock is unintentionally discharged.
If any safer way to carry a gun, or indeed, any other way in which it is permissible to carry a loaded gun through
the bushes, can be shown, doubtless
sportsmen will be glad to learn it.
The management of a theatrical comthat
pany now touring Maine advertises
the duelling pistole used in the play
have
were secured in Paris, France, and
been used in no less than four Parisian
duels. Probably with that record they
are to be considered as perfectly safe
weapons, liable to injure no one.
The order of the poet office department, requiring the boxes on rural free
delivery mail routes to be numbered,
"to facilitate the delivery of mail," has
been suspended until the matter can be
more throughly looked into, and may
possibly be rescinded altogether. To
the average mind it has been something
of a puzzler why a rural mail carrier,
serving approximately a hundred families, should need numbers to assist him in
identifying his patrons, or why those
who send matter to these patrons shuuld
be required to cumber the address with
The
the addition of a box number.
colored gentleman in the woodpile seems
to be that with the boxes numbered, the
big department stores and other mail
order concerns could put their advertising matter into the hands of about every
patron of rural mail routes, without the
trouble and exi*ense of securing directories or other lists.
Of court»* rum le at the bot turn of mo*t of the
but»ln«(W before the Municipal Court, but It 1»
astonishing to hear that 90 per cent of all the
cade* Id the Suffolk superior criminal roui t the
The show
uaet year ha·! the eame foundation
!ng wouM make a goal temperance tract.—Hoeton HeraUl.

The editorial writer of the above paragraph must have avoided temperance
tracts throughout his life, or he would
know that a large percentage of them
are devoted to showing the actual results
of the use of intoxicating liquor in the
production of crime and poverty.
It will do to wait for more detinite information before accepting as accurate
the story of the tinding of a record of the
De Soto expedition, written on the skin
of an antelope and buried under a huge
boulder on the shore of Lake Itasca more
than three centuries ago.

Bangor is the latest Maine city to contribute to the freak performance cabinet.
Its most recent exhibit consists of two
inquests, by rival coroners, over the
And the county atsame dead man.
torney is satisfied that neither coroner's
jury did its full duty in its verdict.
Flam mer, the Republican candidate
for district attorney in Now York, has
withdrawn in favor of Jerome, and a
county convention will be called to make
the
committee
another nomination,
recommending with only one dissenting
The Renamed.
be
vote that Jerome
publican machine in New York has
generally been willing to go into any
sort of hopeless contest to "preserve its
organization." Now it seems to be having a spell of sanity.

Well-Considered Donation.
A summer resident of Camden, J. C.
A

of Philadelphia, has done a
most commendable thing in offering to
macadamize the road from his residence
to Camden village, if the town will put
in the culverts and gutters and maintain
the road. The town has promptly accepted the offer. Such a road will give
great pleasure to the builder as well as
everybody else who travels it, and will
perve as a splendid object lesson in the
line of good roads education.
It is a custom so fixed as to have almost the force of an unwritten law, that
those men of means who wish to do
something for the benefit of the community in which a portion of their tiire
is spent, or which is endeared to them
by association, should make their offering in the form of a library, an art-gallery, or something else designed to serve
directly in the intellectual or artistic
development of the people, and the cultivation and refinement of their tastes.
While all these things are of exceeding
value, especially in elevating the ideals
of the people, it need not be understood
that any gift which is purely material in
its nature is inappropriate. Anything
which will benefit all the members of a
community, and tend to make life easier,
and the people mor^ contented and happy, ia not without a moral value in addition to its merely material benefits.
Mr. Strawbridge is as much entitled to
as if
have hia name preserved on his
it were a library or a park. Ana even if
it does not extensively aid in forwarding
the campaign for the better roads so
much needed in this state, the bnilder
will doubtless so fully realise the benefits ol It, directly and indirectly, that he
j
will so—id» It a flood investment.

Strawbridge

gift

—

people
theirs to him. He pays $2.25 per barre),
Denmark.
seem
Bears
quite plenty. nicely sorted and delivered at the depot
day recently.
The band stand which has been a landMr. and Mrs. J. W. Buckman returned at Bethel. Some
growers are expecting mark here for a long time has been torn
from their trip to Boston, arriving home a further rise in
prices, and are holding down and made into kindling wood by
has
been
Whittemore
Wm.
Sunday.
theirs accordingly.
Augustine Iqgalls.
keeping house for them.
J. S. Allen caught a nice bear in a
The town Ts considering the sale of
Mr. Hunt of Porttrap a few days ago.
the town farm, having had an offer for
with
his
wife
has
been
who
Byron.
land,
stop- same.
ping at North Newry and looking for
Farmers are doing their fall work.
Mr. A. W. Belcher, after attending the
it
and
has
sent
it
entire
the
deer,
over
purchased
are
J. Shaw's family
rejoicing
Grand Lodge, I. 0. O. F.,* in Portland,
to Portland.
birth of a grandson.
the 18th, made a visit to Massachusetts,
Mr. Rnapp ia so far recovered that he
Rev. E. O. Taylor is making a canvass
visiting hie son at Lawrenoe, a daughter
is able to walk out.
of the town and selling Bible·.
at Lynn and friends in Boston, and has
Rev. S. Taylor attended a grove meetreturned home.
Rev. Mr. Palmer after a short vacation
ing at the White school house Sunday.
North Paris.
Bears are reported plenty around town.
home.
is the order of the day has returned
packing
Apple
J. M. Doyen of Mexico and a friend got
After a long and painfnl illness Mrs.
now instead of apple picking.
a fine near Garland Pond the first of the
Smith Crawford died at the home
Mr. Will Adams and 'wife are visiting Lilian
week.
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. B.
at Β. K. Dow's.
bear
Mr. A. S. Toung reports
signs
forenoon. Her body will
Beatrice Andrews waa very mach ear- Smith, Friday
plenty on "the ridge." Mr. Yoang re- prised, sav nothing about being pleased, be taken to Northboro, Mass., for inone
his
of
traps missing.
terment
ports
by the gift of a new piano.
Farms are in good demand just now.
Locke's Mille.
Brownftold.
Bennett got

a

bear

and

a

deer in

one

buying apples,

East

,ΛβSSlSïïS ΪΕΚ
d.X«l Wi b,"fjwft ■«"
log.

of. W^e0*it5

Mr·, Alioe F. Cooper

held for the grand jury, charged with
the murder of Charlee L. Nortfiy, Jr., on

Mturdar aMvalag.

OBOWNED

AT

IN THE CANAL

HIMSELF
BUMF0BD

FALLS.

Because the doctors bad told John
Bione that be was afflicted witb an insurable diseaso, be drowned bimself in
the canal at Rumford Falls last Monday
Bvening. Coroner H. L. Elliott was

In court at Ellsworth Tuesday Chartes
Weaver was given a sentence of

bright

fSEJoLrt

Nathan M. Hazen of Bridgton attempt,
nd suicide with a revolver Sunday. He
is about 65years old, and a veteran of
the civil war. He may recover.
Thomas Grondin died at Livermore
Falls Monday from the effecte of fall
down stairs at his home. He
bis skull and never regained conscious-

°g

fract"'ff

ness.

Cold Weather is Here

PROBATE NOTICE·.
Interested Is either of the Estates
hereinafter named :
▲t a Probate Court, held at Parts, In and
'or the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
; Jet., In the year of our Lord one thousand
Une hundred and Ave. The following matter
laving been presented for the action thereupon
ι lerelnafter Indicated, It Is hereby Obukbid :
That notice thereof be given to all persons Inby causing a copy of this order to be
! erested,
lubllshed three weeks successively In the Oxlord Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on the
;hlnl Tuesday of November, ▲. D. 1905, at 9
>f the clock In the forenoon, and be heard therein If they see cause.
Po »U persons

nimmoned wben the body was found,
but considered an inqûest unnecessary.
Bione came from Gilead to Rumford
a
Palls about two weeks since, and bad
month» lnj.ll torus·»" been employed as an oiler in the railroad
to.
round house. He was 48 years'of age.
upon Martin Davis.
Howard, the 12-year-old son of B. W.
The small trunk taken when the vault
Snraeue of South Presque Isle, fell from
of the Phillips National Bank was enterWd.J. Be wm run over ed on the
morning of the 21st, and beand died in a few hours.
longing to Mrs. Julia Hinckley, was
farmers
aT®
The Aroostook
Found in the river beneath the railroad
n.°*
tine $1.25 and 11.20 per barrel for their bridge, a half mile from the bank toleas
at
them
to
but
ward Strong. Other than this the officers
expect
go
potatoes,
a dollar higher before spring.
have discovered no trace of the crackssearched
have
A South Waterboro physician who men, although they
The amount obtained in
hae been in practice 27 yeaxe figiiree out diligently.
eilver and coppers by the safe blowers
that in that time he has driven a team
was 1749.50.
fully 175,000 miles over country roads.
the 11th.

FULL OF TRAGIC MEANING
Are these lines from J. H. Simmons,
of Casey, la. Think what might have
resulted from this terrible cough if he
had not taken the medicine about which
he writes: "1 had a fearful cough, that
disturbed my night's rest. I tried
everything, but nothing would relieve it,
until I took Dr. King's New Discovery
for Consumption, Coughs and
Colds,

James L. Shaw, a 10-year-old boy, which completely cured me." Instantly
died in Portland from »
relieves and permanently cures all throat
the result of being struck in the bead bv
by and lung diseases; prevents grippe and
a ball in the bowling alley where be was pneumonia.
At F. A. Shurtleff &
Co.'β, druggists; guaranteed; 50c. and
employed to set up pins.
91.00. Trial bottle free.
Harry Williams of Danforth bas been
bound over for an assau t upon his faThree lobster fishermen in Portland
ther-in-law, Carleton Qellerson. Ge
stiff sentence.
took a

AND SO ARE OUR

FURS IN PRICES FROM
"
"
COATS"

SUSAN K. LIBBY, late of Paris, deceased:
will and petition for probate thereof presented
Cole, the executor therein named.

ay Albion L.

LUCY ELLEN RUSSELL, late of Love»,
leceased: will and petition (or probate thereof
presented by Frank M. Russell, tho executor
herein named.
EMILY A.CHASE, late of Paris, deceased;
some other
petition that James S. Wright oradministrator
lultable person be appointed as
presented by Estella J. Penley, daughter and

Charles Phllpot, 1» J«rs old' ™
DON'T BORROW TROUBLE.
Orneville, has been bound over on tne
is
a bad habit to borrow anything,
It
charge of negligently shooting and caus- but the worst
thing you can possibly
tog & death of Charlee Denaco « Baris trouble. When sick, sore,
nard Plantation. A caee ol thought-1- borrow,
heavy, weary and worn-out by the pains
was-a-deer.
and poisons of dyspepsia, biliousness,
been
who
httι
Chester Near, aged 30,
Bright's disease, and similar internal
working on a farm at Freedom, attempt disorders, don't sit down and brood over
ed suicide Monday by
your symptoms, but fly for relief to
Although he cut five gashes, it is ex- Electric Bitters. Here you will And sure
pected that he will recover. He wae de and permanent forgetfulness of all your
lirious from typhoid fever.
troubles, and your body will not be
burdened by a load of debt disease. At
Hon. F. Marion Simpson has resigned
of F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
State the drug store
as chairman of the Republican
Price 50c. Guaranteed.
Committee, and at a meeting of the committee at Hallowell Tuesday evening
At the Indian Island reservation at
Seth M. Carter of Auburn».,
Old Town Monday, Peter J. Loring, son
chosen chairman in his place.
of Frank Loring, known to the Penobdis- scot Indians as "Big Thunder," was
Herman E. Popp of Boat:ou
charged when arraigned in the Skow killed by a rifle bullet. John Peter
hegan Municipal Court on a warrant Ranco, a fellow tribesman, is under
charging him with the negligent and arrest charged with the killing. The
fatal shooting of his ?u'4e·
affair is said to be the outcome of a
gin. The evidence indicated that
carousal.
shooting was entirely accidental.
PLANS TO GET RICH
The three-year-old son of
are often frustrated by suddon breakKnox of Fayette met with a singular
i death The little one picked up
down, due to dyspepsia or constipation.
I nf Toao and put it in his mouth. a^piece
In the Brace up and take Dr. King's New Life
I attempt to remove it he sucked it down Pills.
They take out the materials
and

cuttlDK^,s thro^;

Hon?

.^

"he

paries

EDWIN HARRIMAN, late of Hiram, de·
leased; will and petition for probate thereof
presented by George L. Sawyer, the executor

large and varied and we are always pleased to
show anything one needs.
Candy Saturdays with every cash purchase of $1.00 or over.

MARY C. CORBETT, late of Hartford, dethat John S. Harlow or some
ceased ;
Dther suitable person be appointed as administrator
by Emma A. Fogg, daughter
»nd heir at law.

petition
presented

BIARY S. PARROTT, late of Oxford, deceased ; petition for order to distribute balance
remaining In his hands presented by J. E. Parrott, administrator.
CHARLES F. DAY. late of Hiram, deceased;
for order to distribute balance remainpetition
ing in his hands presented by Llewellyn A.
Wadeworth, administrator.
DERMOTT H. and LIZZIE M. ROBBIN8,
minore, of Woodstock; petition for license to
»elland convey real estate presented by Cora R.
Pratt, formerly Cora R. Roliblne, guardian.

s. a & l S. PRINCE,

late of Oxford, defor allowance

presented

F.

from

tion

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
OLIVE F. ΙΤΕΑ LI), late of Sumner,
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directe.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
CYRUS B. IIEALD.
Sept. 19th, 1906.

was

three

due

days

later.

West

was

body being badly

A carriage in which she was
L. Varney was struck at

town of Liebon Falls.

John Veazie of Groveville, Buxton,
lost hie life Sunday night by being burned to death in his home. Mr. Veazie
was a man of about 08 years of age.
He lived in a one story house a short
distance from the village and was last
seen alive about 8 r. m., Sunday night.
At an early hour Monday morning his
house was discovered to be on fire. Mr.
Veazie's charred remains were found in
the still smoking ruins. It is generally
supposed by those knowing hie habits
Neverthethat he was smoking in bed.
less there are suspicions of foul play,
and an investigation is being conducted
by the authorities.

CURE

«ND

the

LUNCS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WTH

/Consumption

r«n

FOR I

OUGHt and

ISOLDS

Prie·
60c & $1.00
Free Trial.

Bureit and Quickest Cure for. all
THROAT and LUNG TROUB-

LES,

or

MONET BACK

Sixty Weeks for $1.75.

The new subscriber to The Youth's
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
Companion for 1900 who at once sends In the matter of
)
will
receive
WILLIS
O. BECOBD,
the subscription price, $1.75,
} In Bankruptcy.
)
Bankrupt.
of
the
issues
the
free all
paper
remaining
of the Die.
Theee issues will contain To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
for 1905.
trtct Court of the United States for the District |
nearly 50 complete stories, besides the of Ualne:
LLIS O. BECOBD of Fairfield, In the Counopening chapters of GraceS. Richmond's
ty of Somerset, but formerly of South I'arls,
serial, "The Churchills' Latch-String,"
In the Countv of Oxford and State of Maine,
a sequel to her story of "The Second
In aald District, respectfully represents that
Violin," which appeared in the early on the 29th day of April, last past, he was
weeks of this year. Madame Sembrich duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
relating to Bankruptcy; that be has
will contribute an article on "Sovereigns Congress
duly surrendered all hie property and rights
I Have Sung To," and there will be three of property, and has fully compiled with all the
stories by May Roberts Clark under the requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
title, "Tales of a Pawnee Hero."
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
These will give a foretaste of the by the Court to have a full discharge from all
full
illusfor
in
store
debts
1906,
provable against his estate under said
good things
Acts, except such debts as are
trated Announcement of which will be Bankruptcy law
from such discharge.
excepted
by
sent to any address free with sample
Dated this 18th day of Oct., A. D. 1905.
WILLIS
O. BECOBD,
the
of
,
paper.
copies
Bankrupt. |
New subscribers will also receive a

Wl

gift of The Companion's "Minutemen"
Calendar for 1906, lithographed in twelve
colors and gold.
144

The Youth's Companion,

Boston,

Berkeley Street,

Glasses

on

Mass.

weekly payments.

Read my ad.

Parmenter.

Dr.

The Muskoka Lakes.
This Muskoka region is steadily grow-

ing in popularity, says a correspondent
of the Utlca Observer. They are coming to it, with increasing numbers, from
the east and from the west, from the
north and from the south. There is an
island in Lake Joseph on which an
Englishman from beyond the sea has
built himself a cottage; and so enamoured are he and his family with Muskoka
that

season

England

and

after

season

come over

ORDER

OF NOTICE THEREON.

District of Maine, ss.
On this 28th day of Oct.. A. D. 1905, on reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
upon the same on the 17th day of Nov., A. D.
1905, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that notice thereof ke published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It is further ordered by the Court, That
the Cleri shall send by mall to all known creditor· copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge
of the said Court, and tLe seal thereof, at Portland, in said District, on the 28th day of Oct.,
A. D. 1905.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. s.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.

Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.

they abandon
here for their

BO YEARS*
EXPERIENCE

summer

motto is not

nature.

·.

\

v
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j*%
©

a

*~

sent ire·. Oldest if ency for securing patent*.
Patents taken tbroneb Munn A Co, receive
tpteUxl notlc, without charge, in the

Scientific American.

â handsomely illustrated
eolation of any scientific

weekly. I Arrest etr·
Journal. Terms, IS a

■UBi fâft îrî^JiSûï J.2.11

sale,

as

to be rare

at the

bargains

are

prices placed

on

in such condi-

them.

included Knives, Razors, Cameras, Pipes,
Goods, Leather Goods, Perfumes, Toilet

Shears, &c., &c.

date—Friday, November
until goods are sold.

low

and

price

save

now

is

rare

a

3

chance to

—

|

buy

money.

Yours

Respectfully,

F. A.SHURTLEFF & CO.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

F.

A.

F.

SIIURTLEFF * CO.

A.

0HCRTLEFF A CO.

w

t

j?

κ
Zenas C.

A. W. WALKER & SON,

J. F. P. Sells

Johnson Pant

iff

Warranted All Wool.
EXTRA LONG
MAKES
PANTS EXTRA STRONG.
WOOL

—

Bankrupt's

Petition for Discharge.

In the matter of
EZRA M. FULLER.

)

J

Bankrupt. )

In

Johnson Pant is
strictly long staple wool.
The

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine:
M. FULLER, of Peru, In the County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
said District, respectfully represents, that on
the lltli day of February, last past, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt under the Acte of Congress
relating to bankruptcy; that he baa duly surrendered all his property and rights of property,
and has fully compiled with all the requirements
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as arc excepted by law from sucn discharge.
Dated this 9th day of October, A. D. 190S.
EZRA M. FULLER, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF

FOR SALE ONLY BY

F. PLUMMER,

J.

Furnisher,

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106-3.

physicians

their Headache

RANGES !
WOOD STOVES !
OAK, FOR WOOD OR COAL !

have sent

Patients to

glasses fitted, and the
been truly wonderful.

have

We carry the St. Nicholas Coal

Stove.

Cure Headache.
For many years

A Full Line of

by

GLA5SE5

re-

I

have many testimonials from grate-

ful patrons but have, space here for

_

All kinds of Job Work done to
order.
_

J. P. Richardson,
South Paris, Maine.

one :

South Paris, Me., April 30, 1897.
gives me pleasure to certify to the sklllfnlDuring
of Mr. 8. Richards as an Optician.
the past six years he has had the enUre care or
I
ny eyes, and I do not have the headache as
lid before he fitted my eyes with glasses, and I
consult
to
weak
with
irould advise anyone
eyea
tfr. Richards.
DR. C. L. BUCK, DenUat.
It

oflR

aess

OPTICIAN,

Horse for 5ale.

Taylor, contractor on the
work·, having nearly completed operations here wishes to
lispose of a horse, bay in color, 6
rears old, weight noo
pounds,
ibout 16 hands, safe and a good
C. N.

vater

Call or address
W. S. CATE, Supt.,
Hotel Long, Buckfield.

ALL STYLES
OF

GLASSES

Samuel Richards,

oadster.

made of

NOTICE THEREON.

petitioner

only

only working pant

The Rain Proof Pant $3.50.

District of Maine, ss.
On this 14th day of Oct., A. D. 1905, on read-1
lng the foregoing petition, it Isa
hearing be had
Ordered by the Court, that
Nov., A. D.
upon the same on the 3d day of In
said Disat
said
Court
before
Portland,
1906,
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; ami that
notice thereof be published In The Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
should not be granted.
prayer of said
the Court, that the
And It Is further Ordered
to
all known creditors
mall
semi
Clerk shall
by
copies of said petition and thts order, addressed
to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the lion. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, in said District, on the 14th day of Oct.,
A. D. 1906.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L.8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest :-JAME8 E. HEWEY, Clerk.

sult has

the

Price $3.00.

EZRA

to

Parla, Maine.

South

of Bethel.
Oct. 20, 1906.

me

Engines

FOR SALE. CALL AND SEE THEM
IN OPERATION.

«us
c α β
a—

il

I

can

International Gasoline

»,·£ Ο
ο2ΐ

—Ζ
Γ®

ο
ο

Threshing !

get your threshing done
by hauling your grain to us.

You

/ii
if!

«
Β

Trade Marks

1

on

NOTICE.

SOUTH PARIS.

"■

place

them

In

(GRADUATE

Design·
Copyrights Ac.
and
a
sketch
Anyone sending
description may
aoickl/ ascertain our opinion free whether an
iDTentlon is probably patentable. Communie»·
m ToaHtntMl,
confidential. Handbook on Patent·
tlons strictly

part of the goods recently stolen

a

AT BARGAIN PRICES.
Many of these goods are uninjured, and all are

<-i
ûe*
f .US
Kites, the Ν. A. Austin lot,
the
4.75
of
Ethridge Farm,
part
mu- C. M. Goes, the L>. M. (Joh» Farm,
7-«J»
and
F. J. TYLER, Collector of Taxes of the Town

kill™· couch

quite

shall

If you need any of these articles

NOTICE.

i

Varney, although badly bruised, escap- permanent cure.
ed serious injury. The coroner's jury
Ilyomei is the simplest, most pleasant
reported that the accident occurred and the only guaranteed cure for catarrh
owing to the utter lack of protection for that has been discovered. Complete
travelers using the crossing, the same
outfit, 91.00; extra bottles, 50 cents.
beiog much used by the public and mainFor sale bv F. A. ShurtlefT & Co.
tained by the Uaine Central, though not
a part of the highway maintained by the

we

Sale continues

Notice ie hereby given that I have been notified In writing by Mrs. Jennie J. Plnkham that
her book or deposit, No. 6558, issued by the
South Parle Savings Rank, Is lost and that she
desires said Savings Bank to issue her a duplicate book In accordance with the provisions of
the statutes of the State of Maine.
GEORGE M. ATWOOI), Treasurer
Of South Parle Savings Bank. I
Dated at South Parts, Me., Oct. 16,1905.

—■

by
the nose and throat, and thus kills
riding with catarrhal germs, heals the irritated
a crossing.
cous membrane, and gives complete

SHCRTLEFF A CO.

▲.

Remember (lie

of
Collector's
of Non-Resident

No dangerous drugs or alcoholic consentenced by Judge Spear to serve five
coctions are taken into the stomach when
years in State prison.
Ilyomei is used. Breathed through the
Mies Annie Lyons of Brunswick was
inhaler, the balsamic healing of Ilyomei
killed at Lisbon Falls on the 21st, her
to the most remote cells of
a train. penetrates
mutilated

store,

our

Stationery, Sporting
Soaps, Books, Scissors,

at

Qu/vcc CSàZcwifi

C&i&at&e

recovered

Having

In this lot

All surface cancers are now known to
Sale of Lands
Notice
be curable, by Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
Owners.
Jas. Walters, of Duffield, Va., writes:
"I had a cancer on my lip for years, that
OF
ΜΛΙΧΕ.
(STATE
seemed incurable, till Bucklen's Arnica
Salve healed it, and now it is perfectly
and
on lands situated In the town of I
cuts
taxe»
UnpaM
well." Guaranteed cure for
Bethel, In the County of Oxford, for the year 1
burns. 25 cents at F. A. Shurtleff & 1904.
Co.'s drug store.
The following llet of taxes on real estate of I
υι
A verdict οι guuiy
ujttusiauguioi
non-resident owners In the town of Bethel, aforereturned at Machias Thursday,
said, for the year 1904, committed to me for colwas
lection for said Town on the 11th day of June,
against George S. West, aged 21, of Mill<Mt4, remain unpaid ; and notice Is hereby given
had
Court
the
after
jury
If said taxes with Interest and charges arc
Supreme
that
bridge,
not previously jiald, so much of the real estate
been out nearly all nigbt. The crime
as Is suluclent and necessary to pay the
taxed
for which he was tried was committed
amount due therefor, Including Interest and
upon Harvey E. Foster, aged 19, in front
charges, will he sold at public auction at Odeon
Hall, In said town, on the llrst Monday In
of the hotel at Milbridge, about 10:30
December, l'.ios, at nine o'clock x. u.
the

o'clock on the night of Aug. 9th,
wound being a stab in the heart which
caused blood poisoning to which death

F.

Friday, November 3rd,

GEO. A. WILSON.
Referee in Bankruptcy.

clild,

8HIJRTLEFF 4 CO.

A.

Burglar Sale, f

MAGGIE CORDWELL, of Parte; petition I
that ber name be changed to Maggie Glover presented by said Maggie Cordwell.
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

uf"rn,slJ®°

NEW

Maine.

Norway,

^
CyofJM-

CURE FOR CANCER.

Gown?

Our stock is

Îhereln named.

1

Jr, SF£·ι*»»T sbot «the home

$23.00
$50.00

If so look at our fine BROADCLOTH at $'.50, PANAMAS at $1.00 and $1.25, HENRIETTAS at $1.00 and
$1.1 a, MOHAIRS, &cM &c , in all colors and with trimmings in all the new and desirable styles.

the District Court of the United States for the I
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
GUY POWERS,
} In Bankruptcy. I
of Woodstock, Bankrupt. )
his windpipe and expired almost tm- which are clogging your energies,
To the creditors of Guy Powers In the
I mediately.
give you a new start. Cure headache
of Oxford and district aforesaid :
and dizziness too. At the pharmacy of County
Is hereby given that on the 21st day of
Notice
In the Municipal Court at Bangor F. A. Shnrtleff & Co. 25 cents guaranA. D. 1905, the said Guy Powers was
Oct.,
Saturday Albert Ward was given a teed.
adjudicated
duly
bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the Court
hearing on the charge of attempting
In South Paris, on the 8th day of Nov.,
House,
murder a neighbor, Ernest
James Burke made a contribution to A. D. 1905, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, at which
dlncton. The respondent
creditors may attend, prove their
the county at Lewiston Tuesday in the time the said
the
before
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
$2,W0 bonds for appearance
sum of $1,027.00 on executions issued by and transact such other business as may properly
February grand jury.
the supreme court in default of liquor come before said meeting.
South Paris, Oct. 23, 1905.
At Mnrlwav
Thursday Celia Vance, 0 cases.
of J. A. Thompson, ber grandfather.
While Mr. and and Mrs. Thompson were
away four young children, one of who™
found a rlfle in the
was the Vance
home, and while playing with M was
discharged and the Vance child was shot
r
She died in
in the shoulder.
hours. It is not clear which child die
charged the rifle and no official action
has been taken.

to
to

to Have a New

Going

Are You

lelr at law.

MARY 8. PARROTT,
ceased: ilnal account

$1.25
$1.25

UNDERFLANNELS
25c.
OUTING FLANNEL
5c. to 12 1.2c.
FLANNELETTES IN GREAT VARIETY.
WOOL AND FLEECED HOSE FOR EVERYBODY.

by J. E. Parrott, administrator.
EVERETT NEWMAN, late of Dlxfleld, deceased; tl ret account presented for allowance by
John 8. Harlow, executor.
pretty
recently
ADDISON TIRRELL, late of Paris, deceased ;
son was terribly pounded withabase
were found with 1031 short lob- first account presented for allowance by Nettie
They
somewhat.
ball bat, but is improving
sters in their possession, and under the P. Tirrell, administratrix.
JULIA O. BATES, late of Paris, deceased;
A trolley car in Bangor Monday night law were fined $1031 each. They did
of collateral inherit
not pay the fine, but filed an appeal. petition for determination
ancc tax presented by Lewis C. Bates, execuThe joke of the affair was that the dis- tor.
covery was made by officers who were
STEPHEN S. PACKARD, late of Albany, de-1
not smelling for lobsters, bnt for another ceased ; first account presented for allowance by 1
E. F. Smith, administrator.
kind of contraband, namely, liquor.
later.

holiday. Presumably their
"variety is the spice of
life"—more likely it runs, "where yon
find a good thing bang on to it." Bat
although Muskoka hat secured a permanent place among "summer resorts," it
ha· as yet lost none of its original flavor,
untutored charm.
Mrs. Addle Coffin of Mechanic Falls, its fresh, primitive,
Emereon has sung that
who has been visiting her sister, Mrs.
If eye· were made for teeing
Ruth Toung, for the past two weeks,
Then beauty 1· lte owa excuse for being.
returned home Saturday morning.
The beauty of the woods and waters
The threshers, Daniel Qlines and
that of the woods and
Emery Blake, were on Howe Hill last of Muskoka—like
made to be
week, threshing for Will Cross, Will waters of Sootlaod—was
and enjoyed by human eyes. So
Garey, Cbas. Cross and W. H. Farnham. seenGrand
Trunk Railway System for
the
They went over on the "Gore" Friday to their
labors in rendering this region
Will Jones'.
Mrs. Herbert C. Aver, who has been at readily accessible to the appreciative
her father-in-law's, A. J. Ayer's, for two summer tourist are public benefactors.
man for
weeks, returned to her horn· la Sooth Nature was made for man, not

There have been several around here
Bert Giles and family have gone to live looking for a chance to buy.
in Weston, Mass.
Mr. and Mr·. ▲. D. Andrews have
E. W. Cole has been visiting hii father, been to Portland on a visit to his brother,
Wallaoe Andrews.
L. A. Cole.
Ernest Jackson and wife of Norway
The W. C. T. U. held its regular meetcalled on Wm. E. Curtis a few day· ago.
ing with Jolia Bean.
with
met
Lincoln Holmes has sold his farm,
The Congregational Circle
known as the Warner farm, to Will
Mrs. Hiram Gatchell last week.
has
been
Brooks
of
Mrs. H. B. Rowe
Grover, and has bought the Warren
farm, so called, and is moving some of
visiting relatives here.
Francis Poors's family have moved to his things up there.
▲. D. Lituehale is away
this village.
apMr. William Leavitt, wife and child, ples, and has been lino· the first ox this
Parla
( month.
war· la lews for a tow days last weak.

packing

Suicide of John Blone.

Main· New» Not··.

On

Easy Weekly Payments

DR. A. DeWITT PARMENTER, Eye Specialist.

AU glasses made according to Prescription. Satisfaction guaranteed. Many
work.
] Ivlng testimonials. ETES TESTED PREE. All kinds of Optical repair
about jour
j MAKE OPTICS A SPECIALTY. 15 years experience. Consult me
yea.

X

DR. PIUIIEHTER, GRADUATE ΟΡΗ,

Nrt;t Door to Hobba' Variety Store, Norway,

\

Maine.

The Oxford

Mrs. Fred Tirrell of
fltmocrat I relatives
in town.

SOUTH_PARIS.

Pari in and family of Sabattua
were at W. H. Blake's on Sunday.
E.

LKAVK

SOUTH

Mice Hours

PARIS

:30

Miss Leoua Stuart.

PARIS

to

Hebbard went Saturday to
Medford, Mass., where he has a job in a
building finish mill.
Miss Beatrice Rawson accompanied by
Miss Ruth Kendall of North Bethel, has
been spending a week at home.

30 Γ. ■.

chirchks.

The woman's missionary meeting of
the Baptist church will be held with Mrs.
L. C. Morton, Wednesday afternoon at
2:30.

First Congregational Church, Bev. Α. Κ. Bald·
»t„ PastorPreaching services, 10:45 Α. M and
•to τ M ; Sunday School li R.; Y. P. 8. C. E.
,, ,*> PR, Church prayer meeUng on Tuesday
nlDUjt; ο o'c'ock. All, not otherwise con
η,, led. are cordially Invited.
MÏthodlst Church. Kev H. A. Clifford. Pastor.
On -unday. m-rulng prayer meeting 9.30 a.
..reaching service 10 45 a r.; Sabbath School
M
Kpworth League Meeting β 15 p. U. :
evening prayer meeting 7 :00 p. R.; prayer meetIn* Tuesday evening, class meeting, Friday

Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Andrews were
called to North Anson last week by the
death of their son's wife, Mrs. Dr. E. C.

Andrews.

There will be

'itautist

Kev. J. Wallace Cheebro,
Church.
On Sundav, preaching service 10'45 A.
ι·λ-ι,.γ.
School li i;T.l'lC.I,« « 1*.
ρ raver meeting 7 P. R
Tuesday evening ;
M
All are
Seals free.
raver service at 73#.

i

Sabbath

^Valvcr-^tllst Church, Rev. J. H.

Preaching service every
Sunday School at 12 R.
P. R.

j

Little. Pastor

Sunday at 10:4» A. M.
Kvenlng service, <

a
Hallowe'en party
have been issued by

Waldo

POST OKFICS.

A. M.

for

Tuesday evening

Uolng down east-5 36 a. M., dally ; 9 A> A. R..
.laliy except Sunday ; 4:35 r. m., dally.
bolngup ,we-t)-9:30 A.M.. dally; 3Π6 r.
.laliy except Sun«lay ; 8:4. P· *·. dally.
SOl'TIl

P.

Invitations

OKA.Nl> TRUNK RAILWAY.

Commencing October 1,1905,
TRAINS

Turner is visiting

degree

ant

rehearsal of Mt. Pleas-

a

team

Friday evening.
urged to

next

The members of the team are
be present.
There will be

a

rehearsal for the first

iu the Pythian Sisterhood at the
j degree
hall on Thursday afteruoou, Nov. 2d, at
I
4 o'clock sharp.
I

active members were admitted
STATIC!» RLETlNliS.
to the Congregational Christian Endeavor
Be*ular
Κ Λ A M.-Parl* Lodge. So. 94.
Society last Sunday night, and they will
Ti. e lrn: Tuesday evening on or before full ucoon.
(f.—Mount M les Lodge. regular meet- be publicly received and instructed next
ιr
Thursday evening of each week.—Aurora
Κn.'àmpment/Arst and third Monday evenings Sunday night.
of eacn month.
Subject at the evening meeting,
l> >f H-—Mount P'.easan Bebekah Lodge. No.
next
church,
Sunday,
meets second and fourth 1 rldsye of each Universalist
j.
Hall·
monta In Odd Fellows'
Making our Universalist faith practical,
\ Κ —W. K. Kimball Post, No. 148, meets
ι,
all
the
of
souls
uow.
salvation
seeking
tir-t and thirl Saturday evenings of each
Leader, Mr. A. E. Shurtletf.
rn .nth. In G. A. B- Hall.
Win K. Kluiball Belief Corp* «eels j1"»1
Mrs. Baldwin, who has been ill at her
an·' third Saturday evenings of each month, la
parents' home at West Paris, is someII'—"Varts Oraag·. from May 1 to Oct.1. what
improved in health and was able to
Saturlay. .luring the
a cts ilr»t and thirl
lier mother
return home on Saturday,
ilnder of the year, meets every Saturlay, In
re
is improviug also, the critical point havand fourth Mon.lays of
ing been passed.
Seven

John'· Letter.

Football.

Brother C. H. Prince eeema to take
pleasure in giving pleasure to bis friends.
P. H. 8. 6; LEAVITT INSTITUTE 5.
Through bis courtesy and kindness we
had an exhilarating ride on his auto
The game at the high school grounds from our home to the East Hebron
Saturday afternoon between Taris High Grange fair grounds and return. Tbe
School and Leavitt Institute was, as pre- day was perfect as a perfect day in June.
dicted, one of the hardest fought games The air was balmy, the sun was warm
those grounds. The but not too warm. There were no flies
ever played
on
teams were very evenly matched, and on the machine, and there was no switchalthough Leavitt was somewhat heavier, ing the tail over the reins. Wo went
judging by the playing of the two teams flying up South Hill like a bird. Bert
Saturday, Paris was a little the stonger Tilton was the general manager and he
of the two, but they made their touch- evidently knows how. As C. H. had
down by hard playing, while it is reason- company he gave Barrett Spaulding his
ably certain that Leavitt could not have place. We shall speak well of autos
scored had it not been for a fumble after this.
which gave them a chance to do so.
C. H. claims that it has been run 2000
Both teams proved a little stronger on miles since he owned it—a matter of three
the offence than on the defonce, but it ; months or so. It is of a quiet, peaceful
nearly always took the full number of ι make, but has the go in it and isn't
downs to gain the required distance. skittish, is afraid of nothing, steam cars,
Both teams were penalized often, one electrics or automobiles, ana is not noted
suffering to about the same extent as for balking—never kicks nor strikes
the other.
with the fore feet and will stand without
The game started with Paris kicking hitching. Warranted sound. A woman
to Leavitt. After carrying the ball to can drive it if she knowe how.
about the center of the Held Leavitt was !
The exhibit was held in the dining
obliged to give it up on downs. Prom hall, and was quite creditable. The
here Paris carried it to within 15 yards literary entertainment, which has alof Leavitt's goal line, where they were ways been a feature of our grange fair,
held for downs. Leavitt again made was held in the hall above. Our stay
tiret down several times, but fumbled, was brief and we did not enter in.
and Paris obtained the ball. The ball I
George Conant has sold 100 barrels of
would have gone to Paris on the next his Spies for $3.35 a barrel. Tbe reto
failed
as
had
Leavitt
mainder he will hold till later on. We
play, anyway,

I

make her distance.

heard tbe young

man

who

bought

them

CHURCHES.

Second Caning* tonal thurch, Rev. B. 8.
Rldeout, l'a«tor. ('reaching service Sunday,
10:30 A. M.; Sabbath School, 12:00 M.; Y. P. a.
C. E., Sumlav Evening, 6:30 P. M.J. Social Meeting, 7 00 P. M ; regular weekly Prajer Meeting,
Tuesday evening.
Unlversallst Church, Rev. 8. ». Davie.
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10 30
A. M. Sabbath School. 13:00; T. P.C. U. meeting, 7 Λ0 P. M.
Methodist Church, Rev. C A. Brooke. Pastor.
Preach'nc service. 10:90 A. M.; Sabbath School,
12KM M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7:00 P. M.,
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting
Epworth League, Sunday
Friday evening.
evening, β AO P.M.
Baptlet Church, Rev. E. 8. Cotton. Pastor
Preaching service. 10 30 A. M. ; 8abb th School,
12Λ) M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evenlng7P.
M., Wednesday evening, 7:80.
V A A M. Hceuiar menUne υf Oxford Lodre,
No. 18, In Masonic Hall. Friday Evening on or
bcf.ire full n oon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
No. 29. assembles Wednesday Evening, on or
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. a 8. M.,
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. I, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
full moon.
I. O. O. P.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
In Odd Fellows' Hall, every Tuesday Evening.
Wlldoy Encampment, No. 21, mets In Odd
Fellows' Ha 1, second and fourth Friday Evenings of cach month. Ml. Hope Robekah Lodge,
No. 58, m ι-ota on llrst and third Friday of each
month.
K. of P.—Uezular meeting In Hathaway Block
every Thursdav Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyes
Division, No. 12, meet» third Friday of each
month. Lake Assembly, No. S3, P. 8., second
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
fourth Saturdays of cach month at Grange Hall.
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 54, meets In
New G. A. R. "(all on the first Tuesday Evening
of each month.
W. R. C.— Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon-
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jeers have been.

a

sold

quite

large variety

a

to

35C.

for ladies

half-price.

Time now to supply yourselves
We with proper underwear for the cold
few and winter th.it is almost here.

a

show you.

child's age 3

We have

man's not fl·. eced

to a

$1.50

to

50c

$1.00

to

a

lined, 75c., $1, $1.50.

Union Suits.

50c. to $1.00

We have three

5.00 $2.

grades,

Medium Underwear

to

3.00

grades,

$r, $1.50,
several

in

50c., 75c., $1.

VISIT US AND
ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE.

OUR GOODS.

SEE

F. H. NOYES CO.,
NORWAY.

SOUTH PARIS.

Carpet

Our

per

ioc.

Is

at

BROOKS—The

Room

into its Fall Dress.

getting

It

has all kinds of Floor Covers.

Pharmacist.
South Paris.

Next to Post Office,

I

Apply

PEELED PULPWOOD.

Squares, Carpet Sized Rugs, Mud

Art

Carpets,

Wanted.

Mats, Rubber Mats, Wire Mats, Stove Hats and all

Carpet Room Sundries.

N.

Dayton

Bolster & Co.
MAINE.

PARIS.

SOUTH

Spruce, Fir, Hemlock
Poplar delivered atj

Plumbing and Heating.

and

any station.

to.

charge

Ε. H. PIKE,

for team.

L·. M. liongley,
Maine. WEST PARIS,
Norway,

by buying your

MAINE.

horse

a

5-A Horse Blanket.
It pays to buy a good horse blanket because they are
made of good strong material and will last twice as long
I have
as a cheap blanket that costs but a few cents less.
reasonable
some of the best made blankets I ever sold, at

prices.

JAMES N. FAVOR, ΒΚΒΗΤ·"·
Jforway. Maine.

OX Main St.t

$3.50 Army Shoes for $2.50

Our
the

lot of Men's Army Shoes, 8, 9, and 10, made of
the very best of stock in every part, perfect shoes in every
We have

the best

goods

10 we can

ever

sold for that

fit you.

price.

If you

wear

8,

9

stock of

Boy»' Clothing oilers proof of
we are showing in boys'

values that

superior

Russian and

Junior

We have suits for all ages.
boys from 3 to 8.

suits for

Norfolk and double breasted suits for boys from S
to 16.
Long trousers suits for the larger boys.

or

XI. B. Poster,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF THOSE

WE ALSO

new

wearing apparel.

a

Regular price $3.50, AND THEY ARE
respect.
WORTH IT, our price while they last is $3.50. They are

Pure Gum Rubbers

With Leather Tops

Hunters are delighted with them.
and
16 inch leg. Price from $2.75
10, 12, 14,

so

popular

to

$3.75, according

We have

last

8,

season.

to

length

any kind of footwear you

can

Remember if you
find what you want here.

of leg.

want

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOUSE
E. N.

NORWAY, MAINE.

BLOCK,

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

SWETT, Manager.

Telephone 118*8.

r'he

LADIES' FURNISHING STORE
We have

preceding

$4 98

a

few last

to close them out.

year's

suits which

We have

only

a

we

shall sell for

few left.

Suits that were $18.50, 12.50, 10
and 8 to close $4.98.
Complete line of Fall and Winter Coats $5.98
to $20. We shall give double stamps Saturday,
Oct. 28. Call and see us before buying.

"feStfiSfc

"ly

^Columbia5· AMeadsrt»^

only

at which time the said
In the forenoon,
creditors
may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examlno the bankrupt,
and transact fuch other business ae may
properly come before said meeting.
South Paris, Oct. 30, 1905.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruntcr.

\t
^
"gjjj

sewwn.^^

boy

Child's Sweaters,

card, to be found

good

y "nVitoo

WÇJJ1·

Cards,

For Sale.

....

Jf*

already

48.

in the highest
style of the art
is to be seen in
the latest thing
in Souvenir Post

NOTICE.
Id the District Court of the Unlte<l State» for the
In Bankruptcy.
Maine.
District of
)
In the matter of
House of 8 rooms, stable and two
LURING H. ROBERTS,
J In Bankruptcy,
All in
of Rumford Falls, Bankrupt. )
acres of land, fruit trees, etc.
To the creditors of LorlDg H. Roberta In the
to
condition.
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
F. A. T\YLOR,
Notice Is hereby given that on the 28th dav of
Oct., A. D. 1905, the said Lorlng H. Roberts
Buckfield, Me.
was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and that the llrst
meeting of his creditors will be held at the
Court (louse, In South Paris, on the 15th
day of November, Λ. D. 1905. at 10 o'clock

|>wj

■

remnants at

WOULD LIKE TO HAVE YOU

A. 0. WHEELER,
South Paris.

Save money

goods

hosiery

out-

an

Wescut and Golf Sweaters,

TO LET.

No

and children.

2 to 12 years,

Underwear.

$1.00

Telephone connection.

Some extra values in

Dress

underwear,

cotton

heavy,

to wear now.

Boys' Sweaters,

The buildings on the farm known
as the Oscar Barrows farm, about
one mile from South Paris village.
Seven-room house.

'•SamanthaattheCourto^a^^unkah

ib«M.

have

sizes from

at this office.

η

man or

Men's Sweaters,

In Bryant's Pond, Oct. 23, Mrs. Alice, wife of
H. C. Bacon, sged 50 year*.
In Gllead. Oct. 20, Mrs. Victoria, wife of I. J.
Cole, aged 58 years.
'n West Denmark, Oct. 1, William C. Hazel·
tine, aged 37 years, 10 months.
In Kumford Falls, Oct. 23, John Btone, aged
4S vears.
In West Porter, Oct. 16, Smith Polndexter,
aged 67 yea s.
In Fryi·burg, Oct. 24, George G. Shirley, aged
72 years.
Γη Hunt Dlxlleld, Oct 12, M. G. Fuller.
In Denmark, Oct. 27, Mrs. Lilian Smith Crawford.

Plft

[^Wednes- KSffeaa».'rr„·

LUTHER TUCKER A SON,
Albany, Ν. T,

Died.

rooat.^^

S^ofAfc"::":::'-Mrs.

SPECIMEN COPIES

ty Subscriptîolt talc·

door

have

will be mailed free on request. It will pay any
body interested in any w;:y in country life to
send for them. Address tbo publishers :

In Norway, Oct. 26, by Rev. E. S. Cotton, Mr.
Sanford M. Annie and Miss Eva M. Haskell,
both of South Parts.

attended

white and gray,

strong line of Fleeced
in all sizes at 50c., 75c.,
Plain grays, blues, blacks, gar- Underwear
and $1.50.
nets; also plain bodies with necks $1,
All wool and cotton and wool,
All
and cufls of a different color.

Four Months' Trial Trip 60 cents.

Married.

...

-^

|

^

hor^ J^key.....C.yrrv

«o.

The proper garment for

Brown,
In Byron, Oct. 15, to the wife of Victor Mitchell, a daughter.
In Rumiord Falls, Oct. 26, to the wife of R.
House,a daughter.

Jobbing promptly

white aud black.
LOT fleeced

ONE

Sweaters.

SlagU Subscription, $1.60;
Two Subscriptions, $2.50;
Five Subscription, $6.60.

22, to the wife of Freeman

a son.

--

?ov.

$1.50
suits, white and gray,
50 per cent, wool, all sizes,
$3.00
Several grades, button down front,
value,

ONE LOT ladies'

WHO WISH TO

KEEP UP WITH THE TIMES.

Λ

Bju.w'XU'r X

corn^

that button down the front,
$1.00
ONE LOT suits, white and gray, 40 to
30 per cent, wool, sizes 4 to 8, good

STORES.

BLUE

INDISPENSABLE TO

SPECIAL· INDUCEMENTS to BAISERS OF LABGL'tt CLL'BS.

In South Parle, Oct. 29, to the wife of Jo*in A·
.Scott, a daughter.
In Greenwood, Oct 21, to the wife of Wilbur
A. Swan, a daughter. (Corrected.)
In Norway, Oct. 17, to the wife of Percy H.
Severe, a eon, Harold James.
In South Rum ford, Oct. 14, to the wife of
Thomas Falardeau, a daughter.
In South Waterford, Oct. 20, to the wife of B.
A. Pike, a daughter.
InGorham, Ν Η.. Oct. S. to the wife of Frank
L. Goodnow, formerly of West Bethel, twin
daughters.
Id Dlxflelri, Oct. 16, to the wife of George C.

oa,<£--.r

"su^lc

50c.

ONE LOT ladies' white and gray, heavy
cotton fleeced, sizes 4 to 8, other style·

Muslin and linen Neckwear marked down.

] ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS

Born.

Car:t>n, a eon.
In DlxOeld, Oct.

Many

50c.

Every department written by specialist*, the
highest authorities in their respective line·.
No other paper pretends to compere with it
la qualifications of editorial staff.
Gives the agricultural NEWS with a degree
of completeness not even attempted by others.

Urinary,

^tiooimaeter.^^

οι»!ιη*^

little garment,

ONE LOT ladies' suits, jersey, cotton
fleeced, white, all sizes, good value,

Â1CD ABMrrrXDLT TBS

Here la Belief for Woman.
BladIf you have pains In the back,
der or Kidney trouble, nnd want a certain, pleasMother
woman's
for
ills,
herb
try
ant
remedy
Grav's Australian-Leaf. It 1· a safe monthly
regulator. At Druggists or by mall 50 cents.
Sample package FREE. Address, The Mother
Gray Co., Le Roy, Ν. Y.

merrliant.^^

"Mrt.

ONE LOT children's suits, sizes 4 to 13
years, of heavy cotton fleeced, warm

Leading Agncnltnnl Journal of tie Worll

Store, Oxford.

Don't <«et Footsore! «et Allen's Foot Kase
A wonderful powder that cures tired, aching,
swollen, sweating feet and makes new or tight
eh >es easy. Askto-dav for Allen's Foot-Ease.
At all DrugglKt* and Shoe Stores. 25 cts. Don't
accept uny substitute.

1831

the "Oneita," tbe kind

that buttons across tbe cheat.

The ONLY Agricultural NEWSpaper,

Noyes Drug Store, Norway; Jones Drug

«'ïll

.i«b«b.|

UNION SUMS.
Our leader is

ESTABLISHED

COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

MA ALLAYED.

Mount^n

,ΐΐ^β

a

The intense itching characteristic of
eczema, tetter and like skin diseases is
instantly allayed by applying Chamberlain's Salve and many severe cases have
been permanently cured by its use. For
sale by Shurtleff & Co., South Paris;

"tS'byMre.

Ϊ^γΒΓΪΓ5«1ι»«<Ι»'

only perfectly

is not

children, bat is

TORMENTS OF TETTER AND ECZE-

aSKS!

.^on.

THOUSANDS.

THE

j

|

If it i· a new Fur you need this season we have some of the best
Co., Paria' leading values we have ever shown. Pretty styles, long, shoit and flat.

ACT THAT WILL FREI

CORSET SALE

".c'.'-SecoBd

|

NECKWEAR.

FUR

CO.'S EMANCIPATION

F. A. Shurtleff &
druggist*, are ready to reatore freedom
to many who bave been in abaolute slav- ONE LOT scarfs of brown fur, black
ery.
$1.35
tail·, very neat,
No one appreciatea better tban tbe
victim of indigestion that be it an abject ONE LOT brown far scarfs, floe soft
■lave to bis stomacb, Messrs. P. A.
fur, good tails, fastens witb chain,
Shurtleff & Co., in guaranteeing that
Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
$3.98
so
Mi-o-na will strengthen tbe stomacb
satin lined, soft
The body of an unknown man, terribly that you can eat wbat you want and ONE LOT fur collar,
fear of
brown fur, good length, large tails,
mangled, was found on the railroad track wben you want it, remove all
near the entrance to the union station, further bondage.
$4.50
tbe
what
the
is
to
stomach
The
body
Portland, Wednesday evening. Apover
it
flat
when
collarette
LOT
and
ONE
the
to
house,
is
style,
foundation
pearances indicate that he was a hobo
who came in on a train from Boston, is weakened or diseased, one organ after
shoulders, turn up around neck, long
and attempted to get off just outside the another is affected until the heart, lungs,
ends with tails, satin lined,
$(>.50
kidneys and liver will all be involved. ONE LOT boas of Isabella and sable
station but got caught.
Indigeeiton causes nervousness, sleepfox. long fine fur, large tails,
SICK HEADACHE CURED.
$7.50
lessness, head aches, back aches, distress
Sick headache is caused by derange- after eating, furred tongue and general ONE LOT furs of fine Isabella fox,
ment of the stomach and by indigestion. weakness and debility.
large tails, fitted around neck, fur
Mi-o-na is not a mere temporary relief
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab$15.00
lined, a long stylish fur,
lets correct these disorders &nd effect a for indigestion, but a positive remedy
Many other good values up to 125.
cure.
By taking these tablets as soon as for all stomach troubles, promoting good
the first indication of the disease ap- digestion, stimulating the secretions and
health.
pears, the attack may be warded off. For restoring
Ask F. A. Shurtleff & Co. to show you
sale by Shurtleff & Co., South Paris;
Dollar corsets marked down to cloae
Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug the guarantee under which they sell Mltablets sells odd lots.
box
of
the
A
o-na.
large
Store, Norway.
for 50 cents, but costs nothing unless it OUR ENTIRE STOCK of W. B. and R.
John Veazie of Buxton who was burn- cures.
& G. and several styles in Thompson's,
ed to death in bis home, the other night,
white and drab, some style in any size,
comes of a singularly unfortunate fami69c.
only,
ly. His mother lost her life in the same
manner, a few years ago, and his brother
was killed in a railroad accident.
things in remnants now.
small

STATE 1' MEETINGS.

|

F. ▲. BHUBTMCFF *

safe to give
medicine of
great worth and merit It has a worldwide reputation (or its cures of coughs,
colds and croup and can always be relied
upon. For sale by F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co.,
South Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford;

remedy

_

From here Paris carried the ball back offer Hate Record 83.00 a day to help
until within Leavitt's 25-yard line, and pack them. What becomes of the men
then a criss-cross was used. Chapman (and grasshoppers) is a mystery.
day evening.
The Auburn and Turner Electric Co.
taking the ball over the line on the play.
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
Titcomb kicked the goal at quite an seem to have struck a knot. It is hoped NewG. A.R. Hall, on the first and third Wedevenings of each month.
angle. Leavitt now kickcd to Paris, that tbe matter will be satisfactorily nesday
O U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
who made first down several times and arranged soon. I think it is in regard to No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
then Leavitt took the ball on downs. the use of the other road.
evening.
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony. No. 199, meets
Leavitt was not able to gain and tried to
Bucklield Grange bad a "snip party"
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
men
broke
Paris
other
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and it takes Mary, *ary
^
suicklaml.
rejoicing over the death of two not get well at all. We got a bottle of
expenses are very heavy
for the corresponding period last openly
But they Chamberlain's
MlaaLeoeaPentoy. 1202
chicken thieves.
l>rUcllla,
persistent
Cough Remedy which
money to keen the wheel· ™ον1°«·
license
dear
advocate,
Sue
Wheeler.
But,
my
year.
IsaheUa....·,··
acted like a charm. She stopped coughretiring president has the thank· of the Uu-en
Burbank. don't be alarmed last you may have to were foxes.
LÎlWe
iiii."
O'riannlgan
nrMget
beMr. Stella Marrton.
society for her untiring efforts in its
Barbara rrtetehto,
ing and got stout and fat," writes Mrs.
the enforcement of the proMr·· Mary Bmeiey. admit that
half. We start upon the new year ytpfixn
Burbaker, 111. This
Don't forget the trip around the world Ora Bussard,
law bas anything to do with the
hibitory
lam'·
MaM·.
Mli
under very favorable circumsUnce·
church next Fri- remedy is for sale by Sburtleff A Co.,
it if you can, and if at the
Venta Howe, Marte HwW. Hilda ChaadH*. decrease.
Ignore
next
u ^^cb.
.here's hoping the
year
Nov. Sd, under the auspioes South Paris; Jones Drag Store, Oxford;
you can't^ lay it to the police. That's day evening,
of the Christian Endeavor Society.
greet a success In every way ·· the
Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
p^erto Mo®, Hawaii. the easiest way out.

AMERICAN SLAVES.

NOTHING TO FEAR.
Motbera need have no hesitancy in
continuing to give Chamberlain1» Congh
Remedy to their little one·, aa it contain· abeolutely nothing injuriooa. This

NOBWAY.

L.

Telephone

M.

18-4

,

136 Main

we

The

\

woman

of

discriminating

pay

taste;

the

woman

who is

the BEST and yet does not desire to
Price*, is wearing the

having
Exclutiive

desirous of

Revalation Shoe.
Made in Patent Colt, Kid, Gun Metal Calf.
SELLING AT

Popular Prices of $3.00 and $3.50.
AT

W. O.

Frothingham's,

SOUTH PARIS, ΠΑΙΝΕ.

Piano lessons

St., Norway Mrs.

shall give $5 worth of stamps
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 38.

ty With $i worth of goods

Congregational

LUNT,

Revelation Shoes.

Write

given day

or

evening.

Reasonable

rates.

Parmenter, Piano Instructor.
or

leave order

at

Dr. Parmenter's

Optical Office, Norway.

A LOW PRICE
—

OS

—

Wool Carpets
to

close

out

Half This Man's Sufferings Would
Have Killed Many a Person,
But Doan's Cured Him.

Thousands of grateful people are telling every day how Doan's Kidney Pills
cured them of distressing and dangerous
kidney and bladder troubles.
Tet other thou>au<U are suffering every

from these same ills. Why? They
either very negligent or very skepticaL Neglect of kidney disorders leads to
diabetes, Hright's disease and

odd patterns and clean day
are

up stock

dropsy,

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

other fatal diseases.
Sincere. hoii«-st testimony like the following should convince every skeptic.
A. C. Sprague. stock dealer, of Normal,
"For two whole years I
writes:

III,

was

MAINE.

NORWAY,

For quick relief from BiHouanesa,
Sick Headache. Torpid Liver. Jaundice. Dizziness, end ell troubles arising from an Inactive or sluggish liver,
OeWltt'a Unie Early Risers are un-

equalled.
They act promptly and never grip·.
They are so dainty that It la a pleasure
to take them.

One to

two

act aa a

mild laxative; two or four act aa a

pleasant and effective cathartic. They
are purely vegetable end absolutely
They tonic the liver.

harmless.

ratPAUD

bojrse and

sometimes

wsj

not

ride

uuaun·

ocu

It a1"» names a certain sail
That floats above the wave.

the United States. Address Foster-MilSold by all
burn Co.. Buffalo, Ν. T.
dealers ; price, fifty cents per box.

the first two letters of the second word,
•tc.
A nuisance, to halt, a jewel, in addition to. In a short time, only one time.

Fare $1.85.
steamers of this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at
7 P. M.

Tenney,

Xo.

No

cocoa

MO. A Kimou GtarraL

equals Lowney's

Some are blacker
but
colored chemically
inferior in real strength.

in

strength.

(MJ)

—

—

Cocoa

Lowney's

is

on

not

<

roods hotel to call him at

] norning.

Promptly at 4:80 he was waked from a
j «and sleep by a thump on the door of
111 room.

ped dry.

Another delicious almond cake is
made by beating separately the yolks of
eight eggs and the white· of two, then
beat together into a foam, adding grad
ually, while beating, half a cupful of
powdered sugar, two-thirds of a cupful
of sherry wine, and half a pound of
blanched and pounded almonds. Sift in
with a quarter pound of fine cracker
crumb· three teaspoonful· of cinnamon
and six teaspoonful* of corn starch
Mix in thoroughly with the other in
gredient· and bake in «hallow tin· lined
with greased paper. Tbi· cake, when
done, will be of the consistency of
sponge cake.

will be at Elm

Tuesday, Aug.

of each

ist, and ι »? Tue*da\

following

hour», 10:3ο

House, Norway,

A. m.

Office

month.

to 4 p. M

Eves Examined free.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings si.

High
in

Grade Portrait Work

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

Nichols St..

SOUTH PARIS.

FOlJETOHOWp^TAR

Had His

CHANDLER,

BY JOSEPH

LINCOLN

C.

lads," etc.

Klssengen.

No. 270.—Sliced Words: 1. Plea-sure.
2. Rest-rain.
No. 280— Bird Puzzle: Marrow, Eng
lish sparrow.
Dark, meadow lark.

Another Famous Novel
Which We Have Secured for Our Readers
Eri is

mance

tired

Pole, oriole.
Fail, quail.

see

which one should be

BRONCHITIS ?OR TWENTY TEARS

the victim to mat-

II

a

graphic picture
quaint people
in ludisituations.

abounding
JOSEPH C LINCOLN

crous

CAP'N ERI WILL BE PUBLISHED IN THIS

PAPER, BEGINNING

IN A FEW DAYS

Indigestion, constipation, dyspepsia,
ridney and liver disorders, and all
itomach troubles positively cured by
ising Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea.

With

large,

new

buildings

and

new

<

P. A. Shurt-

City

Never has there been snch a demand
for young people who have a thorough
training for business. More than 30 applications a month are received for Bliss
Street, graduates.
Pull information together
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent
A call at tne school will
or town, upon request.
FALL
convince you of its superiority.
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18.
SUte.
BUSS COLLEGE, Lewiaton, Me.

CASTOR ΙΑ λ—*«*·.
A

JUICE.

Cut a pound of beef in small pieces,
and cork it tightly in a bottle. Set the
bottle in a little cold water, and let it
stand over,the fire until it boils.
Patients who cannot take beef tea, often
relish beef juice obtained in this manner.
BOILED CUSTABD.

Beat up two fresh eggs, leaving out
the white of one. Stir them into half a
pint of sweetened milk, and flavor with
a piece of
stick cinnamon. Put the
mixture in a sauce pan, stir the contents
one way till it thickens somewhat, but
do not allow it to boil. Take it off the
fire, and after stirring for a few minutes,
pour into a cup, sprinkling a little
powdered cinnamon or nutmeg on the

Important

to Mother*.

Ermine carefully every bottl· of CA8T0HIA,
a ufe and «ore remedy for infanta and children,
and tee that It

la Use For Over 80 Yeara.
The Kind Yob Bars Always Bought.

all your
"I suppose
were out to see you the first

Their Way.

neighbors

time you went whizzing through
street in your new automobile."

the

"No, tney were all busy getting their
work done ahead of time so they could
be oat watching the next evening when I
had to have the blamed thing towed
home behind an express wagon."

taste.

lesign.

A Reservation.—'"But," persisted
tridegroom in their little quarrel, "you
tromised to love, honor, and obey me."
"Maybe I did," replied the bride, "but
; had my fingers crossed."

the

Foley's Honey and Tar
colds ana preventa

['ake
Jo.

no

substitutes.

coughs
pneumonia,

cure·

7

F. ▲. Shurtleff Λ

I\KY\

>

I

In

BICE

Opium .Morphine

i\>

Signature
of

nor Mineral

Bankruptcy,

jè+etfOUItSêMUnJnQlUt

Bankrupt. J
Buzsell,
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United 8tatee for the District

Pm+h» Seed-

JbSmMt*

of Maine:

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

RtkdU

E. BARTLETT, of Mexico. In the Counin said
ty of Oxford, and State of Maine,
District, respectfully represents that on the 1st
day of April, last past, be was duly adjudged
to
bankrupt under the Acta of Congress relating all
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered
his property and rights of property,and has fully
Acts
complied with all the requirements of said
and of the orders of Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he, Individually and
as a member of the Arm of Bartlett A lluz/ell,
to have a full
may be decreed by the Court
his
discharge from all debts provable againstsurh
estate under sal'· bankruptcy Acts, eioept
dissuch
from
law
debts as are excepted by
charge.
Dated this 12th day of October. A. D. lWft.
ASA E. BARTI.ETT, Bankrupt
Order of Notice There··.
District ok Maine, ss.
On this 14th day of Oct., A. D. 1MB, on reading
the foregoing petition. It is
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
of Nov., A. D.
u|>on the same on the 3d day

ASA

4jmmSmd*

A perfect Remedy forConstipaΠοη. Sour Sloaach. Diarrhoea

Worms .Convulsions .Fevenshness and Loss of Sleep.
FacSimilc Signature

of

sr

NEW YORK.

^

EXACT COPY or WIW·

jj

CUSTOM

/rawfbrd

I

^^/(gokingj^nges

Bankrupt'» Petition f*r D"«ch«rgt.

'"«WHuT?. L'A «ru»ILL.

■ Κ CAME Lt'MBBBIJO ALO*U.

meadow |>a«t tlx· bill,
dowu the valley Into the w<md. Jumped
Into the pond nrtd bad ■ *»«·! eonl
bath, smoothed out bin hulr nicely. pnt
him
on bU clothe*, and then, aeatlng
•elf on the «tump near the cool tmn,
the

through

be waited for Mr. Bear.
"Rather warm." remarked Mr. Foi.
"You Moem weary.'*
"Tired to death." Jerked Mr. Pear
cro**ly. "hut I won the bam bone."
"Excuee nie. Brother Bear." said Mr.
and
Fox cunningly, taklnc bla o»at
no race
starting for Miss r>og"a; "It'a
start
Tou forgot to take the time of
off.
lng." and, with a wink, he was
to look
Boy· and girl·, don't forget
be
after the little matters In life and
▼ery careful

wbo

Pittsburg Dispatch.

la

your partner.—

j

I· IU»kr«p«rT
IUn»ni|4 I
It·
l'uimi
J*4|r«(Ûw
HtU,
the
lin*
To
trVt Co«rt of Ut· Γ·Λρ·1 Hf»' » for te IHatrVi
of Mala·
A L. LAWPBKLI.. ef*e«l™. In «μountr of »»lford, and "tale of Mali»·,
la «Η inimi< t. reepeetfelty represent· that
oa ih· »1 day of April. Ia*( pan. ha we· -luijr
adlodge-t t«ankni|H. ululer Ibe Art· of I^N||(w
relating to Bankrupt· y. that he lia» <lely »ur
rraitirr·1 all hi· pnwrt» and right· of property
an<I ha· felly r««i»rted with all li»
of Ml<l Arte aa'1 of Ih» .«rler· of Loon touching
hi* innknii* v
Wbe re f ore he pray·, that he may I* >1oerr«»l
bv the Coert to hare a full diarharge Γπμπ all
•let*· pro rallie ag*)n«t hi· e«tale un<ler «aid
t.ankrui>U y Art·, exrept »urh 'lelit· a· are ex
(•elite.) liy law from «uch Hochante.
I>ate·! tht· th lay of * Vt., A. D. I*».
JOSHUA L. CAMPBELL, Bankrupt.
ORDKR OF NOTICE THEREOF.

hare

OiarmicT

y'

or

of the

range.

Save* furl—saves worry.

U

leak.

V

Cup-Joint
baking.
Improved Dock-Ash Grate (patented) ; makes a
better fire—one that will keep over night. Saves fuel.
Gas Shelf ! goes on in place of the usual end shelf.
A supplementary gas range.
Our New Plain Designs—less nickel ornamentation—are making a hit. Artistic, handsome, easily kept
Oven Flues

ter

Maixf., a*.

on
of Oct., A. D. l
ι·«■ tU!■ ·η. It laOrdered by the Lourt, that a hearing le» ha<l
D.
apon the «anic on the Sd day of Nov., A.1)1»
11··%, licfore »ald Court at Portland, In uM
Irirt, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; ami thai
notice thereof be published In The Oxford
Democrat, a newspaiwr printed In said District,
an>l that all known cre<lllora, ami other persons
In Interest, may ap|tcar at the said time am·
lace, &n<l show cause, If any they have, why
te prayer of said petitioner shouhl not be
<m

A

ranges

Single Damper (putmted); worth the price X

\S

requirement·

thl« llth dav

reading the

improvements than all other

mow

M combined.

Ϊθ«ΗΓ

foregoing

clean.

;

never

Insure bet-

SOLD BY PROGRESSIVE DEALERS.

rnreaaonuble.
This horse
Mr. Jones—Look here!
granted.
you sold me runs on to the pavement
And It Is further or<lere<l by the Court, that
send by mall to all known credevery time he sees a motor car. Ilorse the Clerk shall
itors copies of said petition and this order, adDealer—Well, you don't expect a live dressed to them at their places of residence ae
Handsomest Stallion In Maine. Kvery inch a king. Black stallion, white anklee
pound horse to run up a telegraph pole stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge behind, 10 hands, weighs 1160 pounds, owned by
or climb a tree, do you?—London Fun.
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at PortJOHN B. ROBINSON, Oxford, Me.
WM. J. WHEELER, South Paris, Me.
land, In said District, on the 14tb day of Oct.,
A. D. 1905.
the
Cherish
and
Clerk.
Mamukixo
E.
Faith, hope
JAMES
charity!
Kino, "The Handsomest Horse in
HEWKY,
Sired by Dark Devil, 2.09, by
[l. e.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Jewel (Dam of Lord March, 2.11 1-2; Diamond
the World." Dam Jewel.
first, preach the second and be silent as
Clerk.
E.
JAMES
HEWEY,
Attest:
to the Inst.—New Orleans Times-DemoKing, (p) 2.19 1-2; 1'oint Dexter, 2,21 1-2;) Bay mare, large snip, right liind ankle
Bred at Village Farm. Sired by Almont Jr., 1s2'.'.
white. Foaled June 8, 1880.
crat.
NOTICE.
Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.12 3-4; Wardwell, 2.14 1-4; «ilobe, 2.Ν 3-4;
Record 2.20.
In the District Court of the United States for j
Ill· Lltfrnry Trenitoro*.
Orvid, (p) 2.15 1-4; Wardwell, (p) 2.10 1-4; Architect, (p) 2.10 1-4; And 40 others
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
in 2.:»).
"Jones took me to his rooms to see η In the matter of
)
CHARLES II. WHITMAN,} In Dankruptcy.
collection of rare and curious manuDECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W. J. WHEELER, SOl'TH
of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
MAINE. TERMS: *20 TO WARRANT.
scripts."
In
PARIS,
Whitman
H.
Charles
of
To the creditors
"What were they?"
the County of Oxford nnd district aforesaid :
of
14th
that
on
the
li
Notice
day
given
"Receipted tailors' bills."—Cleveland Oct., A. D.hereby
1905, the said Charles H. Whitman
Leader.
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the tiret
meeting of his creditors will lie held at the Court
Foaled June 2·'·,
Black colt, large stripe, front anklee white, hind legs white.
House, In South Paris, on the 1st day of Nov.,
The coat is In the fifteenth century A. D. 1905, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,at which
at Village Farm.
Bred
1002.
first mentioned as an upper garment time the said creditors may attend, prove their
Sired bv Direct Hal, 2.04 1-4.
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
for men. All the seams were then cov- claims,
and transact such other business as may properby Mambrino King, 12"'.'
Dam, The Countess,
ered with sold braid or lace.
ly come before said meeting.
I)om of Chlmeebrlno (4), 2.28 1-4, «Ire ot Florida
South Paris, Oct. 16. 1905.
Chimes (ρ), 2.16 1-4, it ml 2 others In 2.30.
GEO. A. WILSON.
Still Worae.
Beferee in Bankruptcy.
2d dam, Toilet,
by Almont, Jr., 1821'.
Penelope--It's dreadful! Papa want»
Dam of Residuary Legatee,2.311-2; Ueyeer Boy,
2.20 1-4.
me to marry a man I have never seen.
for

Β

DECORATE.

DIRECT.

COUNT

Penlitn—That's nothing.

My

father

wants me to marry a man I have seer

Apply

α

a

new

|

tent, made of

Size 14 χ 28 feet.
to
HARRY DUDLEY,
Buckfield.

Osealetta, 2.2'J 3-4 : grandant of
Lucrctla, 2.20; Klalnc, 2.27 1-2; dam of Almout
Dictator, elrc of 1.
WILL STAND AT W. J. WHEELER'S
Sister of La

TERMS: 125 TO WARRANT,

» You Knew About It

Ctakmi&rYour Old JRartye

It is true economy to be very careful in buy
inir fcack stockings.
JIAC'V'8 representative goes to Chemnitz each
year to buy the original Hernntdoif Djed Slock

taken irv Exchange

I.W.SHAW, BUCKFIELD.

vance,

j. WALDO

CASTORIA

NASH,

For Infants and Children.

Th· KlBd Yoo Han Alwajs Bought

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIO BLOCK,
Telephone Oonneotion.

NORWAY.

Women's Hermsdorf Dye Hosiery.

Ζ 2433.—Women's Imported
Black Cotton
In all
How.
Finer quality than the abort.
black or black with unbleached apMt feet. TTieec
stockings have double heela and toes, are dyad
with Heienadorf Dye and are reeemmended tor
84c.·
good service. Price per pair

noec. with
unbleached split (Ht, double sole·, heela and
10··
toe·. Price per pair
X 1411.-Men's Black Cotton Half

If you

now

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY,

IS· Natta» ·«., Ν. V. Trament Tempi·, BOSTON

Agenta.
O. FROTHINGHAM, South ParU.
FRENCH, Norway.

D.M.

R. H. NACY ® CO.
NEW YOU

every

and Thursday morning.
Am shipping live stock every week,
and paying full market price.
noon

T. Thayer,

MARKET SQUABS,

Roofing
easily

S

\

it can be
really is ; if you only knew how
put on and how long it lasts; if you only knew
Wliat a good all-round roof it is, you would save
money by using it for every building on the place.
Weather proof, wear proof, contains no tar, slate color,
any one can lay it. Let us prove to you what the
genuine Paroid lioofing will do.
Send for Free Sample

—

W.

!

knew how good,
durable, how satisfactory

only

Parofd

1337 Farm Hunters answered our newspaper advertising during Jlily.
If you wuut to g· t 11 quick, cash sale
write toduy for our FREE description
blanks, so that your farm may be hrouglit
k> the attention of these Farm Buyers.
We require no advance payment
••Street's Bargain List" of big trades
mailed free.

-'Fresh,

Addre·· Room 201

PARIS, ME.

You Would

flooded.

Ζ 2482.—Women's Imported Hermsdorf Dye
Good Quality in either all
Black Cotton Hoae.
black or black with unbleached split feet. Price
!·«·
per pair

STABLE, SOUTH

ALL MARES AT OWNERS' RISK.

Glenwood

μαιΗ to |/nur door."

In the little town of Chemnitz, in Saxony, then
lived a chemist who «>ent years trying to ■!<
•no tliiiiK—to make a black stocking that woul
be absolutely fast black.
This chemist succeeded, and the path the worlf
beal «ο bis lioor is \ery wide and \v.·!! worn in
deed,
liy bl» discuv.rv l.oui» llor:n*.lorf ;nad>
himself world faiuuus, and lii« little town ol
Cliemnitz liecaine the center of the stocking; in
dustry of the entire world.
Vou don't have to look very far Iwck to re
member the time when to wear a black utorkinr
was lo wear a stocking that would lade, thai
would discolor the feet. Hermsdorf Dye changée
all this, yet in the last few yuan many of us
have forgotten our former stocking troubles at.··!
arc·
accepting the mauy clt.ap imitations ol
Hcrnisùoit Dye with which the market is being

iiirs, made in Chemnitz.
These stockings, bought almost a year in ad
are made to our special order in Ohem
nitz. and each stocking ia dyed by the original
Hermsdorf procesv, and each one h guaranteed
absolutely fast black. It is needless to fay that
MACY'S stocking department is famous.
In order to get these stockings at the very low
est prices we buy tlieui in enormous quantities,
To get a still
thousarids of doaens at a time.
further reduction in price we actually pay foi
these stockings before they are made.
(Tbia it
an example of MACY'8 Dusineaa Methods.)
So, after adding our cuatomary small margin
of profit, we can sell you the o-iginal Harmsaorf
Dyed Stockings, made to our special order in
Chemnita, for a little leas than other dealera ask
you for the domestic imitation kind.
Postage on stockings ia about 1U cents per half
dozen pairs.

by Dictator, 113.

3d dam, Mermaid,

Most Housekeepers Use A

HOSIERY.
"Leant to do ttoine one Ihhm lutter than «»ι
•ne else ha* ever h et η ubk tu do the Mini Ihhm
and. thmmh ι ou hoe In a wUdernum, the work

Will heat

Sale.

Tent

I have for sale
□ice heavy duck.

and book

on

"Building Economy."

It

will

eavo

you

Don't take a cheap imitation. Get the geuuinc—
the roof that lasts. A complete roofing
kit in every rolL

money.

Meat Market.;

Farmer Jones—Wal, thar's

Bears the

DKI.N

not "Narcotic.

t.j

WATXB.

WATER.

/< HI I

1 S

Promotes DigestionJCheerful·
ness and Rest.Contains neitlier

years old, I think," he drawled, "when
X 1412.—Mao's Black Ootton Half Hoee. BetI woke np one morning and found my
red balloon shrunken to one-fourth the ter quality than above. Hernedorf Dye. Made
Put an onnce of pearl barley in an
in
plain black or black with unbleached split
sice of the day before."
enameled saucepan, with a quart of oold
Price per
feet, double aolee, heela and toea.
and
hours
M«.
for
two
and
boil
pair
water,
gently
Girls, If yoa want red lips, laughing
a half, stirring oocaslonally and skimlooks use
and
breath
sweet
BOO
If
not
a
of
our
good
have
received
eyes,
you
copy
page
Freeh meats of all kinds constantly on
ming frequently. Strain through muslin Holllster's Rooky Mountain Tea. The illustrated
Fall and Winter Catalogue, write us
into a jug, sweeten with powdered sugar,
85 cents. ■ poetal for it today. new| it will be sent you hand.
known.
beautifler
greatest
and if allowable for the patient, add the
Tea or Tablet·. F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co.; free of all ohargea.
Corned beef and salt pork a specialty.
strained jnloe of a lemon.
Orin Stevens,
fish arrives
Monday afterΒ ABLET

Impartial.
Boil two ounces of rioe in a saucepan
one thing I like about theae plaguey
with three pinta of water, for two and a
half hours. 8tlr frequently, akim as automobiliste, anywro. la that?
Farmer Brown—What
"What did you do with all thoae un- neoesaary, and strain into a jug through
Farmer Jones—They don't mind getthe
wire
fine
a
through
sieve,
robbing
1 paid bills, Jalia?"
killed themselves any more than
ting
out
the
sieve
discarding
part,
to
glutinous
were
"I saw they
worry
beginning
they do killing other folk!
the hard portion·.—Sx.
them."
1
so
destroyed
on, dear,
ad

similating the Food andBeg ula-1
ting the Stomachs aidBowels of

Bankrupt's Petition for"IDischarge.

In the matter of
ASA E. BARTLETT, Individually and aa member
of the firm of Bartlett &

Always Bought

ÀVfegetabie Preparationfor As-

Witne·· the Hon ( hm«i r Hai.a. Jndre
of the «al't < ovrt, ami the aeel iWrwif, at Port
«η the 1Kb .lay of iirt,
lan>1, la said
A. D IM
JAMt* R HKWRT. Clerk
IL.
A tneeoyy .»f netm».»· and order tfcsww
JtMM R. IIKWKY.< terft
Atlemt

Cut a fowl in small pieces, put it in an
Bobbie—No; my granny is.
earthen vessel, with three pints of salted
It
must
"WATCH THE KIDNEFS."
water, and boil for three hours.
then be set aside to cool, the fat carefully
"When they are affected, life is in
hot
made
removed, and a small quantity
Ζ 2434.—Women's Black Cotton Hoae, Hermsdanger," says Dr. Abernethy, the great
when wanted.
Foley's Kidney dorf Dye. Made in two «rtights, medium and
English physician.
Cure makes sound kidneys. F. A. Shurt- heavy weight. Tbe medium weight can be had
CALF*8-FOOT BBOTH.
in either all black or black with unbleached split
leff A Co.
Me.
feet. Price per pair
Cut up two calves' feet and put them
into an earthen vessel, with two quart*
was the keenest
I
ask,
may
"What,
of water, a carrot, a little mace, and a
disappointment of yonr career?" asked Men's Hermsdorf Dye Hosiery.

His Idea. First American Millionaire—
Ν hat in the world are you going over to
we all the English cathedrals for?
Second American Millionaire—I'm pinoh of salt. Boil gently for two or the anxioas interviewer.
naif the quantity of
jutting up an automobile stable, and three hours, till only
The neat financier stared coldly at
;'m looking for something handsome in water is left, then strain and seasoikto the ink-Dottle. "It waa when I was four

equipment throughout, revised course·
No danger of consumption if yon use
PLEASB SEND YOUR CATALOGUE of study and increased teaching force, it
and Tar to cure that stubhas the best facilities in the world for 'oley's Honey
wrn
cough. P. A. Shurtleff A Co.
GIVING FULL INFORMATION
young men and women.
To

BEEF

family?

die other.

15 cents. Tea or Tablets.
eff Λ Co. ; Orin Stevens.

FILL OUT. CUT OPP AND MAIL TO US.

Honey

or candied cherry, which adds greatly vents serious results.
It is old and reto their appearance.
liable, tried and tested, safe and sure,
With some of the macaroon prepara- contains no opiates and will not constition make fancy shapes, as stars, crespate. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
cents and rings. First roll the mixture
in blanched almonds chopped fine; this
The literature of "absent excuses" is
makes it firmer to manipulate into the
Sometimes it is the mother
increasing.
shapes mentioned. Bake and ornament. who contributes to the gayety of nations.
These are delicious little sweets to serve
"Please, Mies Gardiner, excuse Tommy
at luncheon or dinner.—New Idea.
for his absence, and don't whip him
when he ain't there."
Food for the Sick.

Mrs. Minerva Smith of Danville, 111.,
top.
irritée: "I had bronchitis for twenty
MIXED BEEF TEA.
NEVER ASK ADVICE.
fears and never got relief until I used
Take one pound each of lean beef, veal
Foley's Honey and Tar which ia a sure
When you have a cough or cold don't
sure." P. A. Sburtleff A Co.
cut
and
and mutton, entirely fresh,
up ask what is good for it and get some
Put into earthen jar
into small
with little or no merit and
All in the Name.—"This," said the with three pieces. of water and a salt- medicine
Ask for Foley's
pints
:ity chap who was showing his rural spoonful of salt, and simmer gently for perhapsanddangerous.
Tar, the greatest throat and
Honey
relative the town, "is called the 'tender- four
hours, skimming often; then strain. lung remedy, it cures coughs and colds
loin' district."
This is more savory and more laxative quickly. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
"Why is it called that?" queried the than the ordinary beef tea.
rural relative.
Ethel—And are yon the oldest in the
"Because it ia so tough," explained
CHICKEN ΒΒΟΤΗ.

rimony.
of

dove.

benedict; operation, opera.
No. 283.—Easy Enigma: Man-hat-tan.
No. 284.—Rhymed Trees: 1. Joke,
oak. 2. Cash, ash.

who

advertised for a wife
and drew lots to

mourning

—

re-

captains

sea

Love,

No. 281.--Diamond: L V. 2. Beg. 3.
Large. 4. Vermont δ. Stone, β. Inn.
7. T.
Sanction,
Subtractions:
No.
282.
eank; tension, ten; nation, nay; mention, men; Junction, junk; benediction,

a ro-

of three

living together

A

pants—he "trousers."
—Philadelphia Post.

Key to the Pamsler.
No. 277.—Word Square: 1. Heart. 2.
Error. 3. Arise. 4. Roses. B. Trees.
No. 278.-Geographical Puzzle: Milan.

Author of "Partners of the
Tide," "Cape Cod Bal-

Cap'η

never

quickly

The Kind You Have

Relieves the Over-Charged Stomach
end Bowels, Quiets the Nerve·
•nd Brings Restful
Sleep

SPENT MORE THAN «1000.

Planing, Sawing

For Infants and Children.

1

thing by waiting?"

and

FooMbj

"Kindly send mo by expreM
another bottl· of "L. F." At·
lid
wood's Bittera. I am unable
to obtain It In this city. Wu Imitations
offered bitters put up by Moses Atwood In package resembling style In
which the 'L. P.' Is packed, but not knowlnc
anything of the value of other bitters, and
having known and loved the 'L. P.* Atwood'a
Bitters for nearly thirty years, I am going to
continue using It."—G. W. Giuut, 1036
Ν. 43X St.. Philadelphia, Fa.

«·1<1 ΟΙ» ;
lima, before said Court at Portland, In

ask you to be his wife?"
"O, jes! I had lots of proposals before
your father came along-"
"Well, do you think you gained any-

W. W. Baker of Plainview, Neb.,
«rite·: "My wife nuffered from lung
trouble for fifteen year*. Sbe tried »
number of doctor* and «pent over 91000
without relief. She became very low
and loet all hope. A friend recommended Foley'· Honey and Tar and thank· to
thia great remedy it aaved her life.
She enjoy· better health than abe ha·
Refuae inbeti·
knowu in ten yeara."
P. A. Shartlef é Co.
tutea.

CUSTOM

aai oaa't fc·

η·> I
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon. and that
tloe thereof be publUhed In tin· Oxford Item»- j:
and
rrat, a newspaper printed In said IH«tiirt.
that all known HMMiand other («reeseta!
Interest, may appear at the said time aa<l piare, i
and show csuse. If any titer have, why the
ι. |
be
prater of said petitioner »h«.et.| nut < rrante
Ami It Is further ordered l»y the o«r*, That
credI
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known
I tor· i-ople· of Mid |ietltl--n a><l this or ter, at
rr«t<le«re
a*
of
dress» I in them at their plare*
stated.

ever

Also Window & Door Frames.

He

carry It.
"I have It," he whispered to himself.
"Mak* old man Bear carry It
for me."
"1 say!" he said to Mr. Bear. "Bet
to the
you a ham bone I can run
stump In the woods over by the pond,
back of Farmer Brown's, in five min-

Own Doubts.

Builders' Finish !

CAP'Ν ERI

belie at that time and also knew the
J been
way into ibe hen yard and ha
known to treat her friends to many
As they triulged
chicken dinners.
along both began to grow very hot
and dusty, and the fine clothes they
wore did not help to make them more
comfortable. Mr. Fox began to wonder how he could get rid of that heavy
coat of hie, for It made him weary to

Hit wed It

Thirty Υμπ

True L.P.

Ou u very warm spring day, when
l e woods were more attractive than
l,n dusty highroad, Mr. Fox and Mr.
!'.ear, who at that time were great
i-hu:u8, set out to pay a call on the

"Say, ma," asked little Willie, after he
had been in conjunction with the paternal slipper, "did anybody beside pa

DEER,

ly

Duped

clared the socialistic disciple."
And there is not in the books, be it
remembered in these days when so many
men are pretendiog to be socialists, a
better definition of socialism than that.

paid,

k Boston spinster owns a dog.
One of thoso high bred "towsers"
That'· so well bred and nice, 'tis said.

j Mr. Bear Is

one?'
would you give
"Mike declared that he would follow
his principles.
"
'And if you had two goats would you
me one of them?' Anally asked Pat.
give
"
Ί would not. I have them,' de-

possible.

if

Foifcs

me

ground

Ooulist,

Little

division of property,' declared Mike.
"What'· mine is yours, and what's yours utes."
Is mine. That's the idea.
"Taken." said Mr. Bear. "You can't
"If you had 12,000,000, asked Pat,
it."
do
'would you give me one million?"
"
"Carry my coat and I'll show you,"
Ί would that,' said Mike. 'That's
cried Mr. Fox.
to my principles.'
according
"
Mr. Bear meekly took the coat and
'If you had two houses would you
ran
give me one of them?' was Pat's next Mr. Fox waa off on the jump. He
Mike insisted that he would.
question.
"
'And if you had two fine horses

Counter
Courteay.
CoQTteey
cocoaamoking
loaded with
Scene—A thlrd-claaa railway
carriage.—Lady (juat aeated. to workshells, flour, starch, or other
VIEÛSESE ALU OKI· WAFER*.
man. who ia knocking aahee out of hi·
adulterants.
To a cupful of almond paste -the alTmU.
clay)—Pleaae don't atop amoking.
lv.
monds blanched and mashed —add two
It consists of nothing but
Workman—Noa. I be juat a-go in' to
(Juu.bled ijuotatiouft )
cupfuls of granulated sugar. Mix with a All again!
choicest cocoa beans
the
1. "Ooud liifu ar%· tbey the b*»t bat cupful of sweet milk and ten drops of
to flour fineness.
almond flavoring, then work in four
not are cl»ver."-Cirlyl·.
Make a note now to get Ely'a Cream
The result is the most deli2 "Hud> th«· rich mikM 'tie that cupfuls of pastry finar, sifted, with two Balm if you are troubled with nasal caflafinest
levei teaspoonfuls of baking powder. tarrh, hay fever or cold in the bead. It
cious, purest and
uitovl tb**
Shukw|N«re.
if sifted three times, ia purifying and aoothing to the aenrttive
vored cocoa
& "Lode Ufn In *>od ui«tm great Ordinary flour,
«ill serve the purpose as well a· the pas- membranes that line the air paaaaeea.
Such cocoa a% Lowney's, if
that which life's.*·—Edwnnl Y>ung
try flour. Turn baking tin· or pan· up- It ia made to cure thediaeaae, not to fool
made abroad and duties
side down and wipe them clean, then the patient by a abort, deceptive relief.
Mm. JM.-TrU*(lf
would cost double the Lowsey
brush them over with a touch of butter There ia no cocaine nor mercury in it.
1. CvrUiulut tu (1m> poki. 2. A r»»· and spread over the cake mixture as thin Do not be talked into taking a substitute
price.
tty in a stove. 3. Hid»· oppoeit* to th« as possible. Bake in a moderate oven for Ely'· Cream Balm. All druggiata
*Km Walter M. Lowmry Co..
till slightly brown and while still hot sell it. Price 50 cent·. Mailed by Ely
wind. 4 Au artlcl·. 5 A toter.
BOnTMV
score in squares and roll each over a Bro·., 50 Warren Street, New York.
pencil. To have these wafers just right
Mm. WT—llraagt CIiIm.
LOSS.
the mixture must be spread out as thin
1. An enterprising city—On wo kry
an paper.
These are very dainty and Jack and Harry, hunting trouble,
2. A philanthropic cKj -8ob not.
should be served with ices or frozen Tried to run Dad's auto-bubble—
E. U €■AS
8 A river «{tauulng city—Croat her·.
Dad found some shreds of cuffs and colpuddings.
town.
lu
4. A noted iity
nhag
lars,
ORLEANS PCFF8.
XIV
And sighed, "There goes a thousand
till it forme a thick
Βυϊΐ
together,
dollars!"
*·. »!.' Wor4 Iqurf.
sirup, two cupfule of sugar and one cupI. A graceful trv*·. 2. To wurehlp. 8.
ful of water. Flavor to taste with maraA DOZEN TIMES A NIGHT.
Regal. 4. A sharp pain 5. Aids.
I will furaUh IXMItW and WINDOWS of u;
schino and place back on the stove,
Mr. Owen Dunn, of Benton Ferry, W.
Mm or 9»yW X wnoniM» price·.
where it will keep hot but not boil. Beat
Va., writes: "I have had kidney and
Io. WS.—PmIiUm mad ConparmtlTtii. to a froth with a tablespoonful of cold
bladder trouble for years, and it became
L A plaything; a piece of iuouey.
water, the yolks of four eggs, putting in so bad that I was obliged to get up at
of
half
a
flour, sifted, least a dozen times a night. I never recupful
gradually
2. To cut tthort; a physician.
with half a cupful of almond paste, a
3 A shellfish; a noise.
ceived any permanent benefit from any
If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
and a level
of
vanilla
Lam
Pine
half
order·.
teaspoonful
Ouuld· work, send In your
medicine until I tried Foley's Kidney
4. A germ; a tree.
toall
Beat
bar u<l suable· on bU'l Cheap for Utk.
of
cinnamon.
teaspoonful
Cure. After using two bottles, I am
5. A kind of uiedlclne; a column.
until light and drop by spoonfuls
gether
cured." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
& An animal; a tooth.
into the boiling sirup. Do not boil hard,
and Job Work.
and turn the little puffs to ensure a
These Hose Came High.
The Gentle Cynic.
golden brown on both sides. Arrange She always darned her hose with silk—
Matched Hard Wool Floor Boards for sale.
and
It's easy to be good natured if you in a pretty, shallow dish, spread out
The holes were quite extensive—
haven't anything else to do.
pour over them a sirup made as for boil- The price of silk was very high;
E. W.
with
and
flavored
them
moderately
Love at first sight le a case of get- ing
Which made tkem darned expensive.
Main·.
Su m net
lemon juice.
ting stuck on the spur of the moment
It makee no difference how long you
MEXICAN MACAROONS.
A skeptic Is a man who doesn't share
have been sick, if you are troubled with
NOTICE.
of
ourselvee.
have
the good opinion we
Place half a pound of almond pasteindigestion, constipation, liver and kidThe subscriber hereby gives notice that she
It's the high filer who Is apt to come two cupfule—in a bowl with the whipped
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
ney troubles, Holllster's Rocky Mountain
down with the proverbial dull, sicken- whites of two eggs. Beat smoothly and Tea will make you well. 35 cents. F.
ettatr of
late
of
Parle,
of
KRKEMAN C. MERRILL,
add one and three-fourths cupfuls
thud.
A. Shurtleff A Co. ; Orin Stevens.
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given ing
powdered sugar; beat again, then whip
Δ11 persons having
bond** as the law directs.
of
two
whites
the
eggs.
in, one at a time,
demands against the estate of said deceased are
.lot Badly Hart.
Lady—Is that man on the other side
desired to present the same for settlement, and
Continue beating until the mixture is of the road a friend of yours?
Towne—See here! I saw Peckham on
a!l Indebted thereto are requested to make paynone too
minutes
fifteen
being
very light,
Tramp—You'll have ter excuse me,
ment Immediately.
the street today.
MATILDA J. MERBILL.
long to insure success. Turn into a pas- but I'm too tired ter look any furder
Oct l?th. l;*tt.
Browne—Well ?
try bag with plain tube attached and dan de middle of the road.
Towne—Well, you told me he wae press out small portions npon a baking
the victim of a mortal combat.
sheet over which two folds of paper
DANGER IN FALL COLDS.
Browne—Not at all. I said marital have been laid. Bake in a moderate
Fall colds are liable to hang on all
After reoven to a light-brown tint.
combat.
winter having the seeds of pneumonia,
moving from the oven, place in the cen- bronchitis or consumption. Foley's
bit
of
a
ter of each macaroon
bright jeland preand Tar cures
Λ HI h Bred Towmi.

ground

Only the

AD Anlnjal Story For

"Well," he aaked sleepily, "what's the
natter?"
had dressed them"It's half-past four," came the answer. barnyard dog. They
"All right, I'll be right down," be said, selves In their best Sunday clothes,
a great
ι μ he pulled the covers up to his chin for for Miss Barnyard Dog was

ι

wedding or ; mother

No. 287.—PL
pounded
pound
quarter
Prom the following letters make the with the yolk of an egg until smooth,
Americans:
ïames of five prominent
then add the yolks of three more eggs,
LEKANY one after another, beating in each yolk
RRARLAND
SEVER
separately. Add two tablespoonfuls ofa
\YER LOOP CHVET.
butter, half a cupful of sugar, and half
cupful of hot milk. Cook over hot
No. 2N8.—Transpositions.
the
water, stirring constantly until
1. Omit the first letter of something mixture thickens. When cold, flavor
α
make
and
to write on. transpose,
with a few drops of almond extract to
common article of furniture.
accentuate the almond flavor or use a
of
name
tbe
2. Omit the last letter of
teaspoonful of vanilla, which goes well
jlow moving animals, transpose, and with the almond flavor. Finish the top
of the cake with the almond paste, scatmake part of the Augers.
numa
tering over it slices of almonds browned
from
letter
last
the
8. Omit
in the oven, or arrange them in a flower
embankan
make
ber, transpose, and
design of daisies, initials or the monoment.
is
gram of the recipient, if the cake
4. Omit the fourth letter in something made for a birthday or some similar
which brings good luck, transpose, and festive occasion.
The almond filling is spread between
make the smallest particles.
lay ere of a white cake made as follows:
Cream a cupful of sugar with half a cupXs. 2*0.—A Flight of Step·.
ful of butter and gradually add a quarter
Ο Ο Ο Ο
of a cupful of milk. Beat in a cupful
Ο Ο Ο Ο
and a half of flour, sifted, with a level
ο ο ο ο
teaspoonful of soda and one of cream of
ο ο ο ο
tartar. A level teaspoonful and a half
0 0 0 0
of baking-powder may be used instead,
ο ο ο ο
if more convenient. Flavor with a teaat
Each word has four letters, and the apoonful of vanilla and mix in lightly,
the whites of four eggs whiplast two letters of the first word are the last,

new

Dr. Austin

28β.—Charade.

We crush It to the earth!

comfort at all."
A FREE TRIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Sprague will
of
be mailed on application to any part

j
hoars Into a day u was possible,
he ordered the host at the little backJ 10nany
4:30 in the

little nap. There was silence
other special cakes, beat the whites of ; 'or about five minutes, when he was
four eggs, working in gradually three- ; ι wakened once more by a terrible clatter
fourths pound of the fine sugar mixed >n his door.
with a teaspoonful of corn starch, drop
"What's the matter, now?" he asked,
in half a teaspoonful of lemon juioe. thoroughly aroused.
Half a
Beat until thick and shiny.
"Ton just sign this receipt."
"
pound of the almonds, ground to a paste,
"Sign what 'receipt'?
is mixed in thoroughly in the beating
"This receipt showing tbat I called
Tou don't
at half-past four.
process.
fou
and say I didn't
An excellent way to proceed in icing a some down at 8 o'clock
I know it."
cake is to heap up the icing on top of the sail you. Not if
cake, then, with a broad-bladed knife or
Had Them.
He
spatula, spread it evenly over the whole
(LoalSTllle Courier-Journal.)
surface, including the sides, and arrangas the story goes, two Irishmen
inch
Once,
of
an
it
deep.
ing quarter
when Pat
Almond filling for layer cake is made were engaged in a discussion,
socialism was.
richer than for the frosting. Beat a uked Mike what
"
almonds
of
'Well, socialism is sort of an eqaal
of a

My whole politeness signifies.
And very strong and brave;

PORTLAND AND BOSTON UNE.

CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
and General Manager, Boston, Mwa

liquid

My next an Insect that has been
Extolled beyond lu worth.
For 'tis so mischievous, alas.

Portland Division.

Franklin

small

A synonym for bitterness
My first Is when obtained.
The essence of all acrltude
Within It Is contained.

by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

J. F. LISCOMB, Agent,
Wharf, Portland, Me.

a

atom

Mo.

1

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against tire and marine risk.

"you"

ι tube tance.

Eastern Steamship Company.
Superb

>85.—Toi

were

would become dumb:
u«u;
a tlltι piece of timber would become
become to is spread on.
ng match; to grip would
For a richer icing, used
an oily
| ,>erforate; acrid would become

S. C. D·Witt & Co.· Chicago
Sold

Ho.

an

was critto ride iu a car. My condition
Pills.
ical when I sent for Doan's Kidney
I used three boxes and they cured me.
Now I can go anywhere and do as much
I sleep well and feel no disas anybody.

only rr

Dainties.
Almond paste is delicious for frosting
cakes. Blanched ground almonds are
pounded to a paste, using a pound of
almonds to a pound of confectioner·'
sugar and ten drops of the almond extract. Moisten with enough white of
egg to make a rather soft paste and
beat the ingredients thoroughly together.
The cake should be oold before the paste
Almond

ever

man

could

SPBAOOB»

A. C.
a

Editor HOOUO»
Colckv, Oxford Democrat, Parla. Mala».

would become a bird; a very
] urge number would become part of a
rindow; a kind of grass would become
a
ι t fleh; the center would become

could not sleep
at
night. I

«

nt r*JMu$ umi nus.

jïïofiSSTAddMÎ·:

! neasure

suffered as I
did and lived.
The pain in my
so
was
back
bad that I

(New Tort Tim··.)
ThomM W. Lawson tell· of a friend
rho had taken a trip to the Maine wood·
The hanter'· time
or a day's hunting.
>eing limited, he wished to crowd m

OompondeMe on topic· ot lntanat lothe todfc

If "I"

doing nothing but buying medicines
to cure my kid·
I do
η ey ·.
Dot think that
any

Early Risers
»

ί

TORTURING PAIN.

The Way· of Maine.

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

j
j

SOUTH PARIS. !

ι

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

AGENTS,
South

Paris,

CASTORIA For Infants and Chadren.

TbaKMYaoHafoAhraisSi^t

Maine.

Bean the

Signature
of

